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CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Considerable discussion has arisen in educational circles in
the last few years relative to methods of reporting pupil progress
to parents.

In Lewiston, Idaho, where the author was principal of

an elementary school, this discussion began to take the nature of a
serious study. A few teachers and several parents were wondering if
their system of reporting were telling all it should.
The schools there were using a system of quarterly" reports.
This consisted of a card bearing A, B, C, D, and U marks which was
sent home with the child.

A large number of articles in professional

journals, camnents by editors, and discuss ions by well-known educators
caused this group to begin evaluating present practices.
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to survey the trends of
reporting to parents in selected comnunities.

Frcm this and .from

the study of literature on the national level, it was hoped that the
good points of the cross section could be taken and used as the bases
for a new reporting system in Lewiston elementary schools.

2

Importance of the Study
Teachers have long believed that every child had some potential.ity of production, and that each had the right to be treated as
an individual.. For some time this writer bad been aware of the vide
range in individual differences of elementary school children.
capabilities were as varied as was the number of children.

Their

Their

shynesses, physical differences, qualities of voice, abilities to
learn, and hundreds of other characteristics only proved under
observation that each was different.

Each had his own peculiarity;

that is, his own niche of success to be made in his own way and at
his own rate of speed.
Teachers have had the responsibility of attempting to mold
these young people into productive human beings who would fit into
our democratic society and become good citizens.
way

Finding the best

of reporting individual growth of these children became of

utmost importance to this writer.
Definition of Terms
Reporting pupil progress.

Reporting pupil progress was the

term applied to any planned procedure used by the teacher to report
a child's growth at school.
Traditional report cards. Many report cards of past years
were constructed in such a way as to recognize only academic

3
achievement.

Little or no recognition was given other phases of the

child's development.
Newer tzyes of report

~·

In later years many school

districts have modified their written reports to parents.

Instead of

reporting primarily the child's academic growth, equal recognition
has been given various traits such as (1) his social growth, (2) his
work habits, and (3) descriptions of bis abilities in basic skills.
Check-~.

Macy of the newer report cards have begun

including lists of traits that could be checked by the teacher.
Teachers did not give percentage grades with these traits.
Informal letter.

Some teachers, mostly in the primary grades,

wrote letters home at the end or a grading period and described the
child's work in the letter.

These informal letters were the only

reports sent home at that time.
Marking and grading.

The giv.i.ng of marks or grades to students

for academic achievement has been standard policy for

macy

years.

For

the purpose of this study marking and grading were identical in
meaning.
Parent-teacher conferences.

Parents and teachers have begun

holding scheduled conferences to discuss children's growth.

The

meetings were usually held at the schools, but when it was impossible
for the parents to come, the teachers went to the homes for the
conferences.

4
Pupil-teacher conferences. Many schools included the child in
the conference plan.

The teacher arranged time to sit down with him

to discuss his strengths and weaknesses.

The child learned sel!-

evaluation in this process.
Interview .2£ visitation. Any conference between teacher and
parent, or teacher and pupil, was considered an interview or visitation.
Limitations of the Study'
Studying the reporting methods through the sixth grade was
the intent or this study.
The direct survey ot practices in selected scJl,ools was limited
to five school districts in Washington and one in Idaho.

The schools

included in the study were chosen primarily because it was understood
that they were experimenting with newer methods or reporting.
Organization of Remainder of Thesis
Chapter II reviews the literature on the national scene.

In

its pages is included a description or various kinds of reporting
procedures used in the United States.
Chapter III presents the information obtained through personal
interviews with administrators and teachers in five Washington schools
and one Idaho school.

5
Chapter IV summarizes the results of a questionnaire used
with two elementary school parent-teacher associations in Lewiston,
Idaho.
Chapter V concludes the thesis by summarizing the findings,
presenting conclusions, and making a recommendation to the Lewiston
schools.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The latest trend of personalized reporting to parents has been
so recent that most literature in the field has come fran periodicals.
Some books have recently devoted a chapter or tvo to discussion of
this topic.

Full-length volumes would undoubtedly follow vhen more

school systems have revised their reporting procedures.

This chapter

vas planned to summarize the various kinds of reporting methods, old
and new, that have been tried in schools throughout the nation.
National Trends in Reporting
Traxler summarized the work of several studies in presenting
the following resume of national trends in reporting.

He listed the

results under the following ten headings:
l. There is growing dissatisfaction with systems of marking
that encourage the comparison of pupils with one another.
2. There has been a trend in report cards away from percentage
marking toward a scale with fewer points.

3. There is a widespread tendency for report cards to include
an evaluation of traits other than subject matter achievement
alone.
4. There is a clear tendency to use descriptive rather than
quantitative reports.

5. In some schools, form.al reports are being replaced by
notes or letters to parents.

7

6. Noteworthy attempts are made in some of the more recent
report cards to analyze and diagnose a pupil's achievements in
terms of the objectives of the school.
7. Reports are being sent at less frequent intervals, and
in some schools only when there is specific occasion for
communication with the home.
8. Attendance continues to be an important item on report
cards.

9. Parents are being asked to cooperate in blilding report
cards, and also to take part in plans of reciprocal reporting.
10. In some schools pupils are cooperating in devising report
cards and in evaluating their own achievement.l
The Traditional Report Card
Advantages.

The traditional report card has been a symbol or

parent-teacher relationships since the beginning of public schools in
America.

Very few pa.rents of today have ever received any other type

during their school

d~s.

Such heritages have long been recognized

as dif£ieult to modify.
Hansen2 reported on the results of 628 cards received by the
Office of Education for an analysis of content.

This study took

place in 1931 and resulted in the following disclosures:

419 of the

lArthur E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1945), pp. 239-40.
2Rowna Hansen, "Report Cards for Kindergarten and Elementary
Grades," (United States Department gL Education, Leaflet Number itJ:,
1931), P• 2.
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628 cards were designed for use in all the elementary grades, 49 for
the kindergarten, 16 for the kindergarten - primary grades, 100 for
the primary grades, and 44 for the intermediate grades.
ozr.

Hansen went

to say:
Recently constructed curricula treat subject matter as a
tool and the child himself as the center of concern. While
standards of educational achievements have been changing,
as reflected in recently constructed curricula and in teaching methods, the report ca.rd seams to have retained the more
traditional idea of education. This traditional procedure
is shown by the marking of' subjects separately and by
regarding a child 1 s behavior as a unit and of evaluating
them under one term. such as 'conduct' or •deportment' rather
than regarding specific instances of individual behavior in
relation to specific situations.3

or

the entire group of general elementary cards analyzed,

the ratio was approximately four to one in favor of the traditional
type of card. Methods of rating were distriblted as follows:
A, B,

c,

the

D method was found to be used in 46 per cent of the eases;

excellent, good, medium, poor, and failing, 24.6 per cent; 100, 90,
SO, 15 per cent; satisfactory and unsatisfactory, 2.38 per cent;
not indicated, S.73 per cent.

Parents were slow to accept new methods

or to understand the principle of reports sent han.e.
Lane4 summarized three basic principles of reports.

He pointed

out that the report sent home should show the child's progress in

3!Q!.g., PP• 2-3.
4Robert Hill Lane, ~ Principal in the Modern School,
(San Francisco: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1944), pp. 46-7.
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school, be simple to understand, and be so worded that the parent
would feel that the school had a direct interest in his child.
Another writer5 stated that the average parent's reading
level was equivalent to that of a sixth grader.

Hence, the tradi-

tional card has remained brief, containing principally a report of
academic progress.

Being a layman in educational matters, the parent

has not been equipped to understand a highly technical interpretation
by the teacher of his child's problems of physical, mental, social,

and emotional growth.

In School Marks and Pranotions it was said

that parents merely had wanted to know how their children were getting
along in their subjects, where they were having difficulty, and what
was being done about it.6 The traditional report had attempted to do
just that.
Sorenson?, at the University of Kentucky, has taken a conservative stand about reporting pupil progress.

He suggested that the

grading system should be retained, but that all aspects of behavior,
attendance, and others be separated from the academic subjects.
would continue to give A, B,

c,

He

D, and U marks for subject matter

5Albert J, Huggett, Practical School Administration,
(Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, 1950), pp. 141-2.
6nepartment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
and Promotions, (Washington, D.C.: National Education
Association of the United States, 1950), pp. 11-2.
School~

?Herbert Sorenson, Psychology in Education, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Company, 1948), pp. 484-502.
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grades.

The normal distribution curve would be used as the basis for

computing the letter symbols.
have been used extensively.
was the following:

Sorenson listed seven norm.al curves which
The one most commonly used of these seven

7 per cent A's, 24 per cent B•s, 38 per cent C1 s,

24 per cent D•s, and 7 per cent F•s.8
Disadvantages:

Two prominent writers9 stated that the

traditional report card has done more harm than good.

Such report

cards gave an evaluation of children's work without the basis of the
appraisal.

The good points of a child with low marks were not

described in many instances.

They stated further that the parent

was given no possible basis for interpreting progress and was apt to
feel antagonistic either towards the child or the school.
Another educator wrote, ltThe old time letter or percentage
mark does not report truthfully the attainments of children, but
instead its applied accuracy is only a pretense, and its interpretation is only a delusion.1110
Educators who followed this plan have generally agreed that
the basis for interpreting progress was usually made in terms of a

8Ibid., P• 489.
9Albert J. Huggett and Cecil V. Millard, Growth and Learning

in the Elementary Schools, (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1946),
p. 348.
1<1.iinor T. Patton, "Parents and Percentage Marking Systems, 11
The School Executive, 68:35, August, 1949.
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standard of perfection.11 Some children were given A's or high
percentage marks while the slower pupils were graded down as
unsuccessful competitors of those superior in ability.

This method

of comparison among pupils resulted in misunderstandings by parents,
uncertainties to the teacher, and maladjustment to the children
involved.
The mark on the report card has come to mean more than the
learning itself to many students.

A writerl2 told of a young student

who obtained a fellowship at Oslo.

After a year of intensive study

he returned and declared that he had wasted a year, because he didn•t
get credit for his work.

Apparently it had never entered his mind

that he had had a rare opportunity to study with some of the greatest
leaders in his field.
Millerl3 declared that the method of using symbols to designate
accomplishments had better be discarded altogether.

Substances of

more reality should then replace the clashing symbols which children
have held so sacred.
record keeping.

Teachers would be freed from a group-type of

The nature of the reoords would then change to the

individual basis in developing a greater understanding of the

.Ql2•

llDepartment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
cit., p. 4.

~

12van Miller, 11 Remarks about School Marks, 11 .American School
Journal, 119:25, September, 1949.
l.3Ibid., p. 26.
Ubra.cy
Cenltnl V{ ~.<.i .~~'I 'Collep

c'.

'..·.;.c:;. _-,-1

t~l1c,r .} ~"t.:, ::f,,,. \ ,; az;i-,!r~;.:.tort
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particular child.14
Many teachers have had the experience of watching the reactions
of different pupils when they received their grades.

Very often the

children counted the number of perfect marks without even bothering
to note what subjects merited the better grades.

This misplaced

interest might have been due to the fact that a great deal of money
changed hands at report card time with the child being made richer
by the di.mes, quarters, and even dollars that doting parents handed
out for each A received.

Even bicycles have entered into the picture

at times. Such practices were bound to cause a very inferior feeling
in the child who could never quite reach the goal.

Slow-learning

children have taken time from their leisure reading, play periods,
or other worthwhile activities in their struggle to do as well as
their gifted classmates.

Still others have assumed an attitude of

indifference towards their low :marks.
Thorpel5 reviewed the case of Mildred who had become morbid
and inattentive at school because of her inability to master certain
subjects, and her rejection by the majority of her classmates.

A

thorough study was made concerning her home and school life. When
it was discovered that her younger sister teased her at home about

1"'1iller, loc. cit.
15touis P. Thorpe, Child Psychology and Developmen:b
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1946), pp. 708-10.
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bed-wetting, Mildred was given a separate room.

Remedial steps were

then taken at school to increase her ability in subjects which
bothered her.

Improvement both in morale and in mastery of her

subjects came about rapidly. With a feeling of adequacy and more
friendly treatment by classmates, Mildred was restored to practically
normal status.
Miller quoted a dean of liberal arts and sciences as having
said,

11

The credit system with its accompanying marks is the worst

thing that ever happened to American education. 11 16 If' this were true
on a college level to which he referred and where the students were
of a high mentality rating, it was even more true of the elementary
schools where the I.Q.•s ranged from very low to very high in the
same classroom.
Parents have often satisfied their ego because their Mary
brought home a report card full of A's while the little neighbor boy
did not wish to show his cardo

Yet, Mary's grades might have been

only a repetition of former marks and failed to show whether or not
she had grown as a person.

On the other hand, the neighbor boy may

have made some definite growths which the grades failed to show either
to the parent or to himself.
Davis and Norris have remarked, "The most retarded pupil in
many a school is the most able pupil who is wasting his time and

16.Miller, 212• cit., p. 26.
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failing to live up to his responsibilities. t117 Self-satisfaction
on the part of the gifted child was a detriment to him inasmuch as
he usually put forth only a moderate amount of effort for his high
marks.

Those students were in grave danger of becoming loafers in

later adolescent periods when their competition became more pronounced.

The child of lower ability found no happiness which accom-

panied his sense of failure that his low marks provided.18

Those

who received poor grades often had feelings; of insecurity, frustration,
and resentment.19 The temptation to cheat often bothered pupils who
placed too much emphasis on a high mark.20
For the child who received the low marks, there was the
possibility that the stigma left by them might follow him through
life.

Instead of finding mutual friendliness and trust between pupil

and teacher, a natural barrier was erected as soon as marks were used.
Percentage grades, symbolic marks, and passing-failing grades all
have experienced the difficulties mentioned.21

17Frank G. Davis and Pearl S. Norris, Guidance Handbook for
Teachers, (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, 1949), p. 220.
18Ibid., Po 220.
lCJrtesearch Division, For Your Information, (Washington, D.
National Education Association of the United States, 1951), p. 7.
20r.oc. cit.
21Ibid., p. 8.

c.,
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In School Marks

~

Promotions the results of several experi-

ments were listed.23 A sample arithmetic paper was given to one
hundred and eleven persons who had taught arithmetic.
asked to grade the paper.

They were

The scores ranged from 21 to 88.

In

another experiment a history paper was given to nearly one hundred
history and non-history teachers for grading.

As a grading tool

each of those teachers was given a set of ideal answers as a guide.
The history teachers rated it from 37 to 91, whereas the non-history
teachers varied from 4h to 89.
Another illustration occurred in an essay contest that was
conducted by a nationally known radio program..

A high school boy,

who didn't care to go to all the trouble of writing his own essay,
copied one on a subject previously written by a college president
and published in a popular digest.

He showed

teachers who rated it

But the original es say had been

11

only fair. 11

11

his 11 essay to his

declared winner out of 212,200 entries by four famous college
presidents who were serving as judges.24
Still another example of how teachers vary in giving marks
was told of a group of reading experts who were grading a college

23nepartment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
.QE• ~., PP• 2-3.
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history examination.25 One of the readers thought it would be
advisable to make out a set of ideal answers for his own guide.
Somehow his own answers were picked up and graded by the other experts.
This paper received marks which ranged from 40 to 91.
Some teachers gave low marks thinking they motivated more
effective study in the future.

The teacher in one grade prided

herself on grading low, whereas the teacher of the same group in
the preceding year had graded high. Such confusion and inconsistency
has resulted in many disappointments to students, teachers, and

parents.
As Miller26 suggested, regardless of what the records showed
on a percentage basis, or any other method, if a child were unhappy,
disagreeable, and hard to manage at home, the parent probably sought
out the teacher or principal to find out why. Miller's observation27
continued to point out that it wasn•t extremely important what English
the child used in the classroom but rather the English he used at
home; not the class marks in social studies but how he played with
the children in the neighborhood; not how well he read in class,

but how well he read out of class that showed his true growth.

Such

considerations have given some people reason for wondering if written
reports of any kind were worth while.

2

~iller,

27Loc.

.J:Q.g. cit., p. 26.

ill•
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De Zouche28 took an even more positive stand than the usual
writers.

She protested the evils of giving grades to children at

all. She cited the cases of Jimmy, Alvin, and Mamie as examples of
her reasons for not wishing to give grades to children.
Jimmy was a boy low in mental ability but was willing to do
his best.

He could never quite reach an attainment of success in

any subject.

He became discouraged as a result of continuous poor

marks.
Alvin was bright but lazy.

His potentiality was high.

All

subjects were easy for him. While Jilllny struggled to get part of
his lesson, Alvin was usually finished but not completely accurate
in his work.
best.

He had no challenge under the marking system to do his

He became careless and disinterested to the point of becoming

only an average student.
And then there was Mamie, a small girl, weak in personality,
timid, and shy. She tried, like Ji.mmy, to finish her work.

In fact,

she spent practically all her time on her lessons and neglected to
associate with friends, go to parties, and such activities which
youth needed to enjoy.
The same writer explained that grading alone was one of the
biggest factors for the emotional condition of these three cases and

28.norotey De Zouche, "The Wound Is Mortal," Clearing House,
19:339-44, February, 1945.
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of thousands like them throughout the public schools where marks
have been established.29
A recognized authority30 suggested that the traditional card
had oftentimes been the sole means of communication between parents

and the school concerning the child's progress.

The possibility

that the card produced understanding, secured cooperation, and
created good will was remote.

Too often the single report card

failed to develop more than one of those areas o

Two would surely

have been a maximum.
Any report card sent hane should reflect the objectives of
the school in relation to the total growth of the child.31 Achievement results have been analyzed for parents on the traditional cards
through the use of letter symbols.

These symbols represented the

teacher's opinion of the child's work in each subject.

Very little

attempt was made to bring the grades together into one complete
picture.

The positive approach to evaluation seemed to be omitted

in favor of academic marks.
Many educators have criticized the use of such marks in the
public schools.

They have particularly objected to the use of the

29~., P• 344.
30George c. Kyte, The Principal at ~' (San Francisco:
Ginn and Company, 1941), PP• 405-6.
31Rasearch Division, Reporting the Growth of the Elementa.rySchool Child, (Washington, D. C., National Education Association of
the United States, 1948), p. 1.
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normal curve in distributing them.
Burton very emphatically stated his opinion when he said,
11

The normal curve as an aid to distributing marks is largely a snare

and a delusion.n32
Burton33 disclosed that many schools have abandoned the use
of the normal curve.

The academic grades which they supplied have

been considerably altered.

In their place have arisen descriptions

to accompany the marks, and the teachers have been trained in their
accurate use.
system.

Burton cited numerous shortcomings of the traditional

He wrote that marks tended to become ends in themselves,

and in most cases had not been indicative of learning at all.
recommended the widespread use
the marks.

or

He

descriptive standards to replace

This change of philosophy resulted because of newer

principles of marking being started.

Burton listed five principles

that he considered basic in the value of marks for students.

They

were as follows:

1. to inform. parents and pupils of the quality of work
being done and of progress being made
2. to enable home and school to work together more
effectively on the comm.on problem of encouraging learning

3. to motivate or stimulate the pupils to continued
or to greater effort
3

2william H. Burton, !lli! Guidance 2.r Learning Aotivi ties,
(New York: Appleton Century-Crafts Inc., 1944), p. 483.

33~.' P• 480.
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4. to furnish a simple system or administrative shorthand
for routine purposes: classification, promotion transfer,
certification to higher institutions, etc.
5. to supply data upon the bl.sis or which analysis or
local marking practices, comparative studies between
teachers and schools, etc., can be made34
Gruhn and Douglass• seven criticisms of the traditional report
card formed a good summary for this section.
l.

They wrote:

They tend to overemphasize subject matter achievement.

2. They disregard pupil growth in attitudes, ideals,
personality, and character qualities.

3. They disregard differences in pupil abilities, needs,
and interests.
4. They stimulate unwholesome competition for marks with
frequent emotional upsets on the part or disappointed pupils.
5. They apply a uniform marking and report system to
all subjects in the curriculum., disregarding differences
between subjects.

6. They assume that all pupils come to a subject with
approximately the same backgrounds in that subject and
related subjects.
7. They fail to encourage parent-teacher cooperation in
helping pupils with learning problems.35
School systems throughout America have begun studying their
methods of reporting pupil progress. Educators and laymen have
combined their efforts in observing the abundance of literature

34Ibid., pp. 480-1.
35william. T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, The Modern Junior
High, (New York: The Ronald Press Canpany, 1947), p. 388.
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criticizing traditional reporting.

Using the experiences of other

locales, they have been able to analyze intelligently their own
. problems and to revise them when necessary.
The Newer Types of Report Cards
Basic philosophy

!:2£

reasons of change.

"Tell me what kind

of a report card a school is using and I'll tell you how modern
the program of the school is, 11 3.6 thus, Johnson quoted an unknown
educator in pinpointing the reflection of school philosophy by
reporting methods.

The thinking behind that quotation prompted

several changes in progress reports of the elementary grades.
Educators and parents first found it necessary to

ana~ze

the

objectives and purposes of the education already in use. Many of
them realized that their own philosophies must be geared for a
change before any satisfactory progress could be made.

If an appre-

ciation of individual differences were their aim, they needed to
adopt an attitude of considering the child.ts ability as his only
camparison.37 The child then canpeted only with himself.

36charles s. Johnson, "Parents Help Plan Report Cards, 11
Nations Schools, 38:45-6, July, 1946.
37nepartment or Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
5?12• cit., P• 4.
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Bo1Jn.eier38 described what he considered to be the ten basic
principles of a good marking and reporting system. His first
principle was extremely important.

He emphasized that whatever

marking and reporting system was used it should by all means contain
the philosophy of education held by that particular school.

If the

school's policy were based on the traditional method of reporting,
individual differences should not be considered as the bases for
grades.

Subject matter grading should be the central theme for that

particular school.

If, on the other band, the schoolts policy were

based on considering the cbild•s ability as the central theme for
grading, then individual differences should definitely be considered.
The school's responsibility was to be consistent throughout.
The second principle indicated that the system should be designed to aid the pupil rather than the teacher.

This eliminated the

use of the card by the teacher for rewarding or punishing a child;
it considered his strengths and weaknesses, his interests and aptitudes.

Such considerations granted an incentive to pupils.
The third principle developed the idea that any good reporting

system depended on cooperative planning l:v all concerned.

This was

usually accomplished by committees cam.posed of all persons who were
directly interested--the parent, teacher, and child.

38E. c. BolJn.eier, "Principles Pertaining to Marking and
Reporting Pupil Progress," School Review, 59:15-24, January, 1951.
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His fourth principle of a good report stressed the need for it
to be analytical and meaningful.

This eliminated sanewhat the

variability of teachers• marks that were discussed earlier in the
chapter.
The

fi~h

principle controlled the ntonber and nature of factors

to be analyzed in the report. Attitude was considered as important
as academic achievements, based on the philosophy that success in
occupations hinged as much on attitudes as on ability. Effort was
also considered an important factor.

The items to be checked had

such variety that each child aecanplished sane of them for good mental
adjustment.

The following were specific factors recommended for use

on a modern reporting form under this principle:
1. achievement on tests
2. quality of recitation
3. quality of completed assigmnents
4. promptness in completing work
5. persistence for mastery
6. self-reliance in work
7. application during study
S. attention to class activities39
The sixth principle pointed out that each factor on the report
form should be checked by symbols that were immediately understood by
the person who read the report.
The seventh principle took into consideration the number of
times the report should be sent hane.

39Ibid., P• 19.

It was suggested that four
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times a year was the most common procedure.

A special note was to

be sent to the parent or teacher if the situation warranted it
between periods.
In the eighth principle economy was mentioned. Mailing
reports directly to the parents was considered effective blt costly.
Sending the report home by the child remained the most practical.
The ninth principle developed the idea that the grading of
many factors on the appraisal form afforded an opportunity for better

averages than the traditional plan offered.
The tenth principle specified that such a report must be
considered temporary.

Continued evaluation should modify it when

necessary. Availability of current literature would be needed by
the committee which would be doing the re-evaluating.40
Historical development leading to the Bi!.!! of
report cards.

~

tyPes of

In the formal, conventional method of reporting

letter symbols were used to indicate pupil growth.

Grades for

"deportment• and "conduct" transferred to the parents the teacher's
evaluation of the child's personal attitudes.
an addition to this method was introduced.

Not many years back

The traditional card

was supplemented by lists of personality traits which were listed
separately from the academic grades.

40rbid., PP· 15-24.
4ltraxler, 21?• cit., pp. 245-6.

Traxler41 pointed out that
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a common practice was to label each trait with one or the folloving
ratings: excellent, satisfactory, improving, or unsatisfactory.

Its

greatest contribution lay not in the marks themselves but in the fact
that they took attention from the significance of academic marks to
some degree. This was a begiming towards establishment of a report
card that could be sent home which would give a roumed picture of the
total growth or the child.
One of the first innovations was the provision of space after
a grade on the card ror canm.ents by the teacher.42 It was not long
after this concept was introduced that certain leaders in education
recognized the value of informality in reporting pupil progress.

The

amount of space for comments by the teacher grew from a single line
following the grade symbol to a place or greater importance in the
report.

This additional space for teacher canm.ents became the

important part of the card.

In the sem.e mamer space for comments

by the parent in reply to the report grew in size and became as great

as that allowed the teacher.43
In order to analyze a child's development as fulJ.y as possible,
it became necessary to group the personality traits, which crept
into the new-type reports, under language, numbers, self-expression,

~·

4 2nepartment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
cit., p. 13.
4'.hoc. cit.
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and social behavior.

Traxler made a list of nineteen traits that

vere important and needed to be reported by the teachers in the primary
and elementary grades:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Is he industrious?
Is he persistent?
Is he reasonably accurate?
Is he neat?
Is he working up to his capacity?
r. Is he developing the ability to ~ncentrate?
g. Is he anxious to improve his vork?
h. Is he critical of his own work?
i. Is he open-minded?
j. Does he begin working promptly?
k. Can he vork independently?
l. Is he learning to apply newly acquired principles
in wider fields?
m. Is he working to achieve a purpose and not just to
do something assigned by a teacher?
n. Is he learning to budget his time-a time for work
and a time tor play?
o. Is he learning to use visely his leisure time in
the classroom?
p. Is he learning how to find things out?
q. Is he learning to organize his materials to make
them most useful and effective?
r. Is he learning to speak clearly and effectively?
s. Is he learning to read understandingly and with
increasing appreciation?44
Ojemann and McCandless45 became strong advocates of the nevertype reporting procedureso

They believed it was necessary to report

the ehild1s behavior and his achievement to his parents.

But they

also thought it most important to go beyond the realm of the

44rrax:ler, op. cit., pp. 247-9.
45Ralph J. Ojemann and Ruth A. McCandless, "Suggestions for
Fundamental Revision of Report Cards," Educational Administration and
Supervision, 32:110, February, 1946.
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traditional card in order to add the reason for the child's actions.
They reported that parents appreciated this and responded spontaneously
to such reports.
Ojemann and McCandless46 reported on a special research
conducted with twenty-five kindergarten children.
home each quarter.

Reports were sent

At the end of the first quarter all parents were

sent the traditional type card. At the end of the second quarter
twelve of the twenty-five took hane both the traditional and the
experimental one.

The other thirteen took only the new form.

At the

close of the third quarter the first group· received only the usual
type, and the other thirteen were given both kinds.

By this time

parents of all twenty-five had received both forms.
The conventional report merely pointed out the weaknesses
and a few strengths in the child's achievements.

No time was spent

on diagnosing reasons why a child reacted to situations in the wa:y
he did.

In contra.st the experimental or analytical-type report gave

reasons for the child's behavior as they became evident to the
teacher.
At the end of each reporting period parents were particularly
invited to comment freely about the card received.
invited.

The results were interesting.

Suggestions were

Twenty-four of the twenty-five

parents who received the analytical reports responded with definite

46Ibid., p. 115-6.
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questions.

Only six replied concerning the traditional report.

twenty-five were asked which type had helped them most.

All

Again,

twenty-four replied that the analytical-experimental type was of much
greater value.47
In 1950 Carey48 realized that subject matter in its traditional
sense was becoming outdated and set out to devise a new system of
reporting to parents.
report form.

He and a committee decided to make out a new

In doing so they kept several thoughts in mind.

They knew that a report form sent to parents should show the
school's objectives.

Those objectives were to be stated in terms of

behavior and based upon the needs of the learner.

They were to be

understandable, socially desirable, achievable, and measurable.

They

also realized that the number of forms should be kept to a minimum.
Two forms were selected:

(1) a report to parents and (2) a student

evaluation sheet.
The committee further thought that the report should not be
too time-consuming for the teachers but complete enough to have
meaning.

The five-point marking system was adopted for office records.

That allowed the subject matter achievement to be rated.

A place

for teacher and parent comments followed the grading section.

It was

~Ibid., PP• 115-6

48i.liles Carey, "The Problem of Reporting to Parents," Journal
of Education, 133:43-4, February, 1950.
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decided to save all negative statements for personal conferences.49
The newer-type report was aimed at the ultimate goal of
developing the whole personality of each child.

Irish50 listed

what she considered as basic values of such reporting into three
areas with the first considered as the most important, the second
next, and the third least important.

The following three areas were

thought to be the most important learnings for life:
1.

that the child learns to live well with other children;

2. that each child must keep his body strong and well in
order to live well with other people;
3. that the child must learn skills and acquire tools
of knowledge as he builds a strong, healthy body.51
Under the newer, more analytical method, it was believed that the
child would develop better his own pattern of accomplishing those
three objectives.
Advantages.

In systems which have adopted the behavior-

centered card, there have been comments for and against such changes.
However, the favorable comments have tended to surpass those of the
critical nature.

Bracken quoted a parent as having said,

Your thoroughness in making Susan's report so complete is
incredible. How do you find time to make out all the reports

49Ibid., P• 44.
50Betty Irish, 11 What Is a Good Report Card?"
Leadership, April, 1947, pp. 433-4.
cit.
-·-

5ltoc
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of your students? We thank you and the school for its
personal guidance of our children.52
Another parent wrote, 11 We were happy that John's marks were so well
explained. • • Above all I approve of the way each child is rated
as an individual.1153
Another educator54 from Big Sandy, Montana, reported that his
school changed over its method of reporting to parents.

With parents'

help it was decided to use a combined report of personality growth
and academic grades.
symbols:

The grades were reported with the following

H for Honors, S for Satisfactory, and U for Unsatisfactory.

The traditional grades of A, B, C, D, and U were kept on file in the
permanent records.

Parents replied favorably and each child seemed

to respond more fully in his total development.
Gruhn and Douglass summarized the advantages of the new
types of reports in the following ways:
1. They provide for an evaluation of progress in terms
of the ability of the individual pupil.
2. They provide for an evaluation of progress on items
other than subject matter achievement, such as attitudes,
understandings, char~cter and personality qualities,
citizenship traits, and study habits •

.52Jobn M. Bracken, "We Still Report to Parents, 11 Journal of
Education, February, 1951, p. 59.

53Illi•, P• 59.
54charles E. Hood, "Reporting on the Whole Child, 11 Nations
Schools 42:31, August, 1948.
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3. They provide separate forms, or other means of adaptation, for the evaluation of progress in various subjects.

4. They encourage cooperation between teachers and
parents concerning the child's educational growth.
5. They provide, ordinarily, for less frequent reports
to parents than the traditional report card.55
Disadvantages.

Schools having adopted the newer methods of

reporting should be remindful of the effects of tradition.

Parents

have for a long time expected to see their children's grades in
terms of how well they did in basic learning subjects.

Some of

those parents would be offended by the teacher's analysis of the
child's attitudes and thus be annoyed with that teacher.
Perhaps the greatest criticism of the new type was that it
took too much time for the teacher to complete.56 More skill and
training on the part of the teacher was required.57
One writer58 expressed caution in the making out of forms to
be sent home.

He pointed out that parents have often resented

well-meaning statements simply because they were not fully thought
out before they were sent.
Another criticism of the new forms was that they almost

55Gruhn and Douglass, 212• cit., p. 388.
56nepartment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
912• cit., p. 13.

57rbid., p .. 12.
58Johnson, .2.l?•

ill·, P• 46.
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necessitated a personal interview, and some parents did not wish to
come to the school for any purpose.59
It was mentioned that this form of reporting depended upon
the philosophy of interpreting the child's own ability as the
standard for comparison.

The teacher needed some criterion or

standard with which to compare the child's individual growth.
Standardized tests in several areas including intelligence, achievement, and personality would be needed to guide the teacher in her
appraisal of the child's development.60 The expense involved and the
time required have hindered, if not stopped, small schools from using
them to much of a degree.61 The usability of such tests has prompted
a limited use in many cases.

Oftentimes, the administration of the

tests and the scoring afterwards were too burdensome for efficient
and quick results.

Too much time was demanded of the teacher if he

had not been trained at some college for such testing.62 Other
criticisms have been offered but these were considered the general
pattern.

59Ibid., P• 13.
60ibid., P• 17.
61Ibid., p. 18.
62c. Co Ross, Meas')Eement in Today's Schoolm,, (New York:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1947), pp. 90-1.
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The Informal Letter
The evolution from the use of the report card to that of the
informal letter was a very natural step.

At first it was a note from

the teacher to the parent which explained some difficulty a child
was having.

More often than not, the parent responded immediately

to the direct appeal.

From the experience of having such response

to little personal notes came the need to add more space on the card
for the teacher to write a note to all mothers at report time.

Traxler6~ showed the growth of comments on report cards quite
completely.

He illustrated the amount of space that was first set

aside for personal statements by the teacher to the parent.

A~er

the

subject name and grade was a blank space one half inch high and about
two or three inches long.

This space was used by the teacher for

remarks about the child's work in that particular subject.

As these

limited comments oftentimes brought responses, it became obvious that
more space was needed in order to increase the effectiveness of this
informal contact.

Instead of designating space on the same line

with the subject and grade, a separate section was added at the end
of the report for more comments.

The amount of space from this stage

expanded to a full page for each report period in many schools.64

63Traxler, ~· cit., pp. 248-53.
64:rbid., P• 254.
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As the teacher's opportunity to express himself informally
to the parent improved in the written reports, so progressed the
parent's chan~e to reply.

Kyte65 said that many school systems have

replaced the conventional card altogether in favor of the personal
letter.

He pointed out that the letters usually served three

purposes: (1) they saved the teacher time from preparing regular
reports to parents, (2) provided the opportunity to mention important
items that could not be listed on the old card, and (3) ensured
understanding from the parents in return.

Usually included in such

letters were a description of the educational experiences which the
school provided for the child, evidence which supported the teacher's
evaluation of the child's work, and plans for his future work
experiences at schoo1.66
During the transition from the sending of report cards to the
sending of informal letters, there were many scl:x>ols which merely
sent a letter along with the card to supplement it.67 The card
carried a message of philosophy or objectives of the school as
expressed by the principal, superintendent, or even the school board.
The danger of this method lay in the possibility that either the card

6 %yte,

.Q:Q•

ill•,

66~., p. 406.
67rbid., p. 407.

P• 4o6.
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or the letter might va:ry from the true objectives of the school.
They might not say the same thing.

Possible confusion would have

resulted unless care were given to prevent it.

As was stated in

the discussion of disadvantages of the traditional ca:rd, no report
card, or letter, or any other form of reporting to pa:rents has been
considered successful unless it has transferred to the pa:rent the
true philosophy of that pa:rticula:r school. 68
A great criticism of form.al report cards was the poor public
relations which they developed.

In contrast the teacher who has

used the informal letter as a tool to cement friendly relations with
the home has rendered not only himself a great service but the
entire teaching profession as well.

Kyte published a letter written

by a teacher to a pa:rent which represented good rapport:

Dea:r Mrs. G---:
This letter should give you as much pleasure, I think,
as it gives me to write it. Since our conference about
John, I have followed the plan we worked out and can see
that you have done so, too. His own effort has been
splendid and deserves your commendation. I told him how
proud I was of him, indicating to him. the ways he has
improved. I am sure you will let him. tell you about them.
He is regaining some of his popularity with the rest of
the class. They see how hard he is trying to be helpful
and considerate of others. There have been fine responses
from the other children, which I believe John's leadership

68napa:rtment of Classroom Teachers and Research Division,
212•

llo'

P• 1.
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has encouraged. When he uses his influence with that group,
he achieves a lot.
Do you agree with me that we must not modify our plan
for a little while longer? Have you other suggestions for
me which will help John?
Cordially yours,
R. McM.69

With such understanding developed between home and school,
nearly all negative attitudes were eliminated.

The informal letter

with such a philosophy has become a strong tool in the molding of
good human and public relations.

The teacher and parent who exchanged

such communication not only helped the child to improve but in most
cases developed for themselves a strong personal friendship that
carried on into the years.
Strang70 pointed out that letters to parents could be works
of art.

They could serve as central points from which other facts

and suggestions could radiate.

She also stated that it was impossible

for a teacher to "Write helpful letters unless he had skill in understanding individual pupils and had time to go over all available
information.

The teacher needed time to study that information in

order to say the right thing in reference to the child. 1 s development.

6%yte, 212• cit., pp. 406-7.
70auth Strang, Reporting to Parents, (New York: Bureau of
Publications, T~achers College, Columbia University, 1947), pp. 17-8.
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This caution pointed out that it was possible for many well-meaning
letters to fall short of their goal by being vague, too general, or
even stereotyped.

Careful planning was necessary on the part of the

teacher to prevent such things .from bappening.71
The informal letter has also becane a tool for the students
to use.

During a personal interview, Hebeler described a program

where primary children wrote short letters to their parents.

The

following were samples of the children's letters:
Dear Mother and Daddy,
I have enjoyed school very much this year. I have improved
in my handwriting, and I work much more on my own. I enjoy
art and like working with water colors.
Your loving daughter,
Barbara ----Dear Mother and Father,
I have improved on finding something to do after I finish
my work. Now I need to remember to listen when other people
are talking.
Sincerely,
Paul---Dear Parents,
I am improving in my reading. The thing I need to work
on is my arithmetic. I do not know my fives. The work
on my paper is too messy.

Your own little boy,
Jimmy 72
71Ibid., P• 18.
72.Amanda Hebeler, Director of Teachen Training, College
Elementary School, in an interview with the author, July 16, 1951.
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Under teacher guidance the children who analyzed themselves
as to their good and weak points gained considerably in their own
developm.ent.7.3
Parent-Teacher Conferences
One of the reasons for the

schoo~s

effort to solve the delicate

problem of reporting to parents was prompted by a great upsurge in
the study of child development.74 It was discovered that a child's
progress in the total school program was influenced and conditioned
by his development in psychological, social, and emotional ways.75

To report such growths in any -written form was next to impossible.
Instead of using the -written report conferences were deemed necessary
in order to fully cover the three mental areas wherein children
have developed problems.

In some cases the informal letter technique

was used to supplement the work of a personal conference.
Recognition was also given to the fact that some -written
reports were becoming so burdensome with material and explanations
that confusion instead of understanding resulted.

The parent

oftentimes became more bewildered than he should have been.

73iiebeler, loc.

Le Baron

ill•

74walter A. Le Baron, "What Shall We Tell the Parents?"
Elementary School Journal, February, 1951, pp • .322-6.
75rbid., p. .322.
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described this period of telling the parents too much through his
paraphrasing the definition of an expert.

"It began to look as

though the schools would be telling the parents less and less about
more and more until finally they would be telling them nothing about
everything. n76
Parent-teacher interview ,M school.

Many schools have made

courageous efforts to arrive at a connn.on understanding with parents
as to the best manner of reporting their children's progress.

The

parent-teacher associations and faculty representatives have joined
together in cOJ1111ittee work to find a solution.
tried following a period of careful planning.

Experiments were
Despite the planning

lD8.Jl1 mistakes were made, but progress resulted because of those

mistakes and of the fact that cooperative means were used to correct
the errors.77
Le Baron78 brought out that sometimes a few teachers offended
parents by saying the wrong things, and a few parents in turn were
too sensitive toward the teacher.

Nevertheless, frcm such a beginning

a new approach to reporting was developed that afforded an opportunity
for teacher and parent to sit down together and
child•s accomplishments.
76Ibid., P• 323 •
77Ibid., P• 326.
78IbidH P• 323.
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Britton79 reported his system•s attempt to build a better plan
of reporting pupil progress to parents.
teachers was madeo

A poll of parents and

Three fourths of the families responded totalling

nine hundred in all. Most of the parents replied to the poll by
saying that they wanted report cards sent hane and at the rate of
four times a year. They wanted all subject matters graded and
descriptive phrases cheeked for personality adjustments.

They seemed

to feel secure in the knowledge of having something written and
definite.so
When the teachers were asked what they wanted, they said that
reports four times a year were satisfactory, but they opposed the
idea of giving marks to the elementary children.

They doubted that

they should be making such appraisals of any child.

Their reaction

was to have different report cards issued for the various levels,
primary, intermediate, and on.

Their feelings were based upon their

desire to eliminate competition in the early years.81
As a result of the parents and teachers having expressed two
different philosophies, a conference was scheduled in an attempt to
bring the thinking of both groups together. At the meeting it was
~est R. Britton, "What's Happening in Education," Nationgl
Pa.rent Teacher, December, 1950, P• 23.
8

~. cit.

8
1rbid., P• 24.
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discovered that nearly all favored the idea of starting parentteacher conferences outside of regular class time.

In preparation for the conferences the teachers devised
experimental foms which listed each subject taught. A few goals
were stated for each.
work.

There was also a place to check unsatisf'actoI"Y'

This written report was made out in duplicate, so the parent

could take one copy home after the conference.

These personal

meetings were held four times a year with no other fomal written
report sent home in the elementary- grades.
Seventy-five per cent of the original nine hundred

c~e

for the

conferences and were highly pleased with the results. .Among the
twenty-five per cent who did not appear there were some persons who
verbally objected to the plan, because they received no reports.

It

was expected that as time passed :many of those would follow the
pattern of the larger group.S2
This was an isolated case of one community's problem of changing
its system of reporting, but its impact had tremendous significance for
others who followed.

The pattern it set in changing people's way of

thinking was extremely important.

It showed how cooperative planning

between the home and school accomplished what neither could have done
alone.

82Ibid., P• 25•
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In Forest River, Illinois, the teachers recognized that formal
reports were unreliable and were dangerous to the mental health of
some children.83 They decided that parent interviews were necessary
but needed to be supplemented with a written report.

Their emphasis

was placed on the value of making the report a three-way arrangement.
At the local parent-teacher association meetings the purposes or the
plan were outlined and questions answered.

It was explained that

the three-way part or the report considered the teacher, parent, and
child in one process.

The teacher assembled the data; the parent

came for personal interviews to check over the data; and the child
was frequently consulted in private visits with the teacher at school.
Strang84 stated that when reports were cooperatively developed
and skillfully introduced, they should raise academic standards.

The

slow child was helped to overcome and recognize difficulties.

The

gifted child was stimulated to work up to his true capacity.

Strang

found that parent-teacher conferences more nearly achieved this ideal
than any other method.
In Warren County, New Jersey, seventy teachers reported that
better relations have been developed than ever before since they

8.3w. E. Sugden, "Continuous Study Is Necessary," Childhood
Education, 24:277-9, February, 1948.
SJ.strang, 22• ill·, p. 17.
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started using the conference pian.S5
Oldroyd made the :following report from Nephi, Utah:
At a conf"erence parent and teacher discuss their mutual
responsibility of cultivating children's interests, or
guiding the child in acquisition of" wholesome knowledge
and skills, and or fostering creative expression in and
out of school. Effective guidance must be the concern of
both parent and teacher.S6
From the northern section of New Jersey came the following

opinion of teachers:

"Report cards are growth stoppers. Stop

comparing children to each other.

Let each grow in his own way.n87

Parents requested fifteen minute interviews through advance appointments.

Those conferences developed into real courses of adult

education.SS
The editor of the Washington Educational Journal told of
responses to conferences in Aberdeen, Washington.

The :following

comments from parents ran in much the same manner as those already
expressed:
I like conferences; the teacher shows you something
concrete instead of giving you a grade.

85Editorial, Elementary School ~nal, March, 1950, p. 25.
School

86aolden Oldroyd, "Eliminate Report Cards from Juab Schools,"
Journal, February, 1950, p. 30.

~

87Editorial, "Report Cards," Elementary School Journal,

49:316-7, February, 1949.
881bid., P• 317.
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I am looking forward to another conference.
I just felt unsatisfied, unable to decide whether pupils
were supposed to be in school for academies or just social
attitudes. Now I have decided character and behavior in
school are as important to a child's whole development as
academics are.S9
The Aberdeen teachers also expressed themselves favorably.
One teacher admitted that she thought it seemed like a lot of extra
work but was convinced after a few trials that the conference was a
much better plan, since mutual understanding of the child grew out
of the frank discussions.90
Booth91 described the conference method that was devised in
Pasco, Washington, in 1949.

At that time the school.a there were

operating on the double shift basis.

The teachers who taught in the

mornings held conferences in the afternoons, and the teachers who
taught in the afternoons used the mornings for the same purpose.
After two years the parents were asked how they liked conferences
and if they wished them continued.

Ninety-seven per cent said they

did prefer them and saw no reason for changing.

S9Editorial, Washington Educational Journal, April, 1950, p. 4.
90Ibid., p. 5.

91Tb.e writer held an interview with Mr. c. L. Booth,
Superintendent of Schools, Pasco, Washington, on June 30, 1951, and
the information in this paper was given by him at that time.
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The value of positive evaluation and appraisal was well
explained by Le Baron. 92 When parent and teacher sat down together
and discussed only the things which would improve the child, the
negative features were omitted.

Constructive guidance resulted with

the parent telling things about the home life that would help the
teacher diagnose reasons for peculiar behavior.

Likewise, things the

teacher said helped the parent understand some of the moods in which
he found his child.
During a conference the teacher was careful not to use
generalities such as, "John is making progress in reading," or "John's
spelling is showing improvement."

Instead, he showed the parent

objective proof with samples on hand which specifically showed growth
o! that child. Step by step the parent saw a picture of the child's
development.

By such a method the report was meaningful without

containing comparisons of that child to anyone else.

Only

tthis"

growth was what really mattered to the parent.93
For the teacher to be prepared for a successful conference,
careful groundwork was laid.94 Permanent folders for each child
contained the following items: health records, results of intelligence

92te Baron, 22• ill•, P• 323.
93Ibid., P• 326.
94catherine Starbeck, "Parent-Interview Day in Chicago Public
Schools," Elementary School Journal, November, 1950, pp. 143-5.
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and achievement tests, teachers• appraisals, written

ana~sis

of

previous interviews, and other information as it particularly
related to the school and the ehild.
The starr95 or the Wooldridge School in Austin, Texas, has
used another device prior to the actual conference.

A check-list

was sent the parents for them to fill out and return to the school.
The information was valuable to the teacher as background tor the
personal visit to follow.
The time involved in preparing for a conference became a
stigma the same as it did for the new type of report cards as they
were formed out of the traditional ones.

Cutright96 mentioned that in

Minneapolis schools, no class time was used for interviews unless a
principal, librarian, or some other supervisor took over the class
while the teacher met with a parent in another room..

Teachers used

all available time they could find, which included many noon hours
and evenings for working parents, in order to make the rounds.
few reports of any kind were sent home during the year.

Ver-y

To accomplish

such cooperation, groups from the Parent-Teacher Association met

95The Staff of Wooldridge School, Grouping, Marking, and
Reporting to Parents, (Austin: University of Texas, 1946), pp. 70-1.
96Pz.udence Cutright, "Planning for Child Growth through
Parent-Teacher Conferences, 11 Childhood Education, 24: 266-9.
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with faculty committees and helped plan the purpose and philosophy
of such conferences.

The groundwork was well formed through such

measures.
The human element of public relations was even more important
in conferences than it was in the informal letter.97 From the many
quotations fran parents as they described their feelings about
conferences, the following was typical:
It is surprising how much you and your staff know about
my child. You have told me things which I know are true,
but was not consciously aware of these facts before this
conference. It seems to me that you really know more about
my child than I do. 98
Parent-teacher interview in the home.

The parent-teacher

conference has generally been considered as an arrangement whereby
the parent went to school at an appointed time to visit with the
teacher about his child.99 The following resume of the pertinent
literature was aimed at a newer phase whereby the teacher went to
the home to visit the parent.

This approach was remindful of the

days of the travelling teacher who stayed in one house for a time and
then moved along to another.

JenningslOO has compiled a list of

97starbeck, 2£• cit., p. JM..
98Ibid., p. 145.
99Helen Hall Jennings, Sociometry in Group Relations,
(Washington, D. c.: American Council on Education, 1948), p. 38.
100.ll?!9:·, pp. 39-40.
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fourteen questions that teachers have used successf'ully as guides
for a home conference.

The questions, except for one, had no bearing

on the appearance of the home visited; its cleanliness, number of
rooms, general tidiness, water facilities, clothing, diet, and other
obvious conditions were purposely omitted and left to the casual
observation of the teacher.
The reason for the interview was told the parent before the
questions were asked.

The teacher explained that a study was being

made by the school to survey the needs of the students in order to
better assist them in their work.

With that in mind the teacher

asked for an hour of the parent's time, so that his child would receive better understanding while at school.
The teacher was equipped with paper and pencil.

He wrote

down the answers following each question using in as far as possible
the parent•s exact words.

If a situation arose whereby the order of

questions was in poor taste, he re-arranged it to suit the occasion.
Following were the questions suggested by Jennings:
1. How's Sally doing?
(If parent remarks, •You are the one to know that,• reply
that a teacher can never be as close to a child as her
parent or know as well how she is doing; the way she is in
school is only half the picture or much less than half.)
2. What do you think right now are Sally's worst faults
and habits which maybe we don't see at school?
(This is deliberately so worded to allow parent to show
resentment of child if he has hostile feelings.)
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3. What are some of her best qualities and habits which
we may only partly see at school?
(Questions 2 and 3 are planned to allow the parent to reveal
positive and negative attitudes freely. Get parent to be
specific~give specific behavior incidents so that remarks
can be compared. If necessary, say 'Would you explain?')
4. What are the kinds of things you don't let or don't
want your children to do?
(If parent says, 1 I can't think of anything in particular, r
say, •Can you think of anything you•d prefer her not to do?')
5. How do you try to select your child's playmates?
(The question is so worded in order to permit the parent who
does impose his ideas on his child to feel free to say so.
Get parent to be specific.)

6. What would you like the school to do for Sally?
(Get parent to be as specific as possible.)
7. You know this neighborhood better than I do; are
there opportunities which you would like your child to have
which she doesn't have?
8. From the standpoint of taking care of your family,
how do you find your living arrangements? What's good or
bad about them?
(Give this question in an off-hand manner, assuming that
whatever the home setup is, the parent will have some ideas
to offer.)

9. How would you change things for your child if you
could? (a) at home? (b) at school? (c) just in general-in the neighborhood or in this town generally?
(The entire question should be read as a whole first, and
then go back to "a", "b", 11 c 11 for separate responses. If
parent says, 'In no way,• in regard to •at home, 1 accept
this response and go on to 'and at school?' etc.)
10. What are your hopes for Sally? What are your husband's
hopes?
(Give both these questions in one sentence, and then say,
'Will you give me yours first and then your husband's?'
This question is so worded in order to permit the parent to
state easily difference in opinion between the two parents.)
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11. Are there courses or experiences which you wish the
school offered your child which are not offered at present?
For instance, what things interest your child which the
school is not teaching? Does she show this interest at
home?
12. How do you think Sally's health is at present?
How is her appetite? Does she eat as much or as many kinds
of food as you would wish?
(Try to secure typical day•s diet for Sally. If parent
says just, •Quite all right,r follow with 'Do you remember
what foods she ate yesterday or today?')
13. Does Sally lack anything which you think is essential
for her or that she should have?

14. What general suggestions would you care to make to
the school for Sally's program there?
{This is a 11 closing 11 question intended to give the parent
opportunity to say anything else he may still have on his
mind and also to leave him the assurance that the school
wants to do everything it can for the child's welfare.)101
It was suggested that at the close of the interview the
teacher would convey the feeling that the parent's giving of time was
appreciated and the information was valuable.
The preceding sample of a home interview was listed only to
show the possibilities of gaining information about a child who was
presenting a very complex personality at school.

The teacher would

not be expected to follow such an extensive interview in normal cases.
Jenningsl02 also illustrated the effects of home control over a
child's activities.

Comparing the home background of two boys, he

lOlibid., PP• 39-40.
l02Ibid., p. 41.
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pointed out that the first boy was deprived of affection at home.
He was made to behave under all situations and was not allowed to
appear saucy or impudent without receiving immediate discipline.
Since he was made to work most of the time, he had no appreciable
amount of time to associate -witb. others b.is o'Jn age.

The other boy was given freedom of expression and time to
enjoy his friends.

He felt free to ask questions of anyone who had

something in which he was interested.
his friends.

His parents never selected

The boy was expected to make up his mind.

tions about different races were his own.

His convic-

If other children criti-

cized the negroes too sharply, he would stand in their defense.

His

parents admired him for standing behind his convictions.
At school these two boys who were sixth graders were received
by their fellows in opposite ways.

The boy who received very little

attention and affection at home was hardly noticed at school.
was not chosen in groups.

He

He did not seem to fit into the social

life of the group in any manner.

The other boy was chosen in most

elections where the other students exercised their own judgments.
He was definitely one of the group, well-liked, and accepted by all.
The value of home interviews has helped to uncover clues as
to why a child has withdrawn from his group and did not become an
accepted member.103

l03rbid., p. 41.
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Pupil-Teacher Interview
In the past the general practice of pupil counseling in the
public schools has been directed towards the junior and senior high
schools.

However, very little information has been published

concerning pupil-teacher interviews in the elementary grades.104
In spite of the past trend of thinking that direct counseling
was a tool of secondary schools, there was agreement that much would
be gained if elementary teachers adopted such a procedure.105

It was

thought that casual, spontaneous, every-day exchanges of ideas
between teachers and pupil were not sufficient contact whereby the
teacher could understand the particular problems that were bothering
a student.

Torgersonl06 recommended that parent-teacher conferences

be supplemented with the pupil-teacher interview.

Before holding a

parent conference, a great amount of value was gained by personally
discussing the child's problems with him.

Usually, a series of

discussions was necessary.107

10.iwrheodore L. Torgerson, Studying Children, (New York: The
Dryden Press, 1947), p. 119.
l05Ibid., p. 119.
l06r,oc. cit.
l07Ibid., p. ll8.
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Such interviews have been divided into two classifications,
diagnostic and therapeutic.

The diagnostic type specialized in

understanding the pupil and his problem.108

Collection of data,

determining the underlying cause of the child's problem, and making
a personal study of the child's intelligence and environment were all
activities a teacher needed to perform in using this method.
Therapeutic counseling aimed at helping the child to understand
himself and his problem.

Therapy served to eliminate the causes of the

problem and to assist the child in developing a program in which he
experienced some happiness.and success.109 Tests were some of the
tools used in developing the proper therapeutic treatmento
The first of a series of interviews of either type was usually
started in an effort by the teacher to gain better rapport with the
student.

This first step was considered extremely important.

When the proper relationship was established, the teacher
gave the pupil ample freedom to discuss his problem at his own pace.
He was careful not to ask too many questions to imply prying into
the child's confidence.

Casual conversation which steered away from

direct questions made it easier for the child to talk about his
problems, hobbies, successes, and failures that bothered him.

The

Counselor was kind, sympathetic, and understanding in keeping the

l08Torgerson, loc. cit.
199rbid., PP· i19-20.
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child at ease.

If the child's attitude started to change, the

teacher nonchalantly postponed the discussion until a later date.110
Grimlll emphasized the value of each student participating
in group evaluations.

By helping to establish goals which were good

for the group to accomplish, he learned that the same goals were good
for him as an individual.
He cited two examples of how elementary children could analyze
their own problems and work them out to a satisfactory conclusion
with a minimum of teacher guidance.

He mentioned that a sixth

grader could very easily keep a growth record on a problem after the
teacher had aided him in

~etecting

the trouble.

If his problem were

"getting along with his playmates," he kept a written record of how
he improved daily.

When he and the teacher were satisfied that the

problem was solved, the child was ready to tackle another weakness.112
A fourth grader might keep a graphic form of his arithmetic
scores.

He could see at a glance each day his improvement or decline.

Here, the motivation was competition with himself.
As he referred to self-appraisal on the part of students, Grim
offered the following summary of the value of pupil guidance:

llOibid., p. 120.
lllPaul R. Grim, "Youngsters Take a Hand, 11 Educational
Leadershin, April, 1947, pp. 438-41.
112Ibido, p. 440.
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Student participation in checking and evaluating may be
made a valuable exercise in sharing responsibility, developing
trustworthiness, exercising judgment, and developing higher
standards of neatness, accuracy, and punctuality.113
Summary
Progress in the development of good reporting practices in
the elementary schools has been slow.

The transition from the

traditional method to the use of the newer-type report card has not
yet been completed in many school districts throughout America.
Using an informal letter, holding parent-teacher conferences, and
home visiting on the part of the teacher have only reached the initial
stage.

Much progress remains to be accomplished.

ll3rbid., p. 441.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF SURVEYS IN FIVE WASHINGTON

SCHOOIS A.ND ONE IN IDAHO
Introduction
Chapter II described many of the kinds of reporting procedures
that have been designed throughout the nation.

Chapter III was

planned to outline as many of those procedures as was possible to
find, with special emphasis upon Washington schools.
In all cases the writer personally visited with members of
the different staffs to secure the information.
The foJJ.owing Washington schools furnished information:
(1) Vancouver, (2) Waitsburg, (3) Yakima, (4) Sunnyside, and (5) Ellensburg.
The Whitman School at Lewiston, Idaho, was the final school to
supply information for the study.
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents in Vancouver
In 1951 the Superintendent of Schools at Vancouver requested
the Committee on Practices in Reporting Pupil Progress to survey the
present methods of reporting.

He also asked for recommendations for

improving the present procedures.
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The committee subnitted a temporary guide in grades one
through twelve.

For the purpose of this thesis the author has used

only that part which described the methods employed in grades one
through six.
The committee expressed special caution in stating that the
guide should be considered temporary.

Continuous study into the

future was thought to be the key to maintaining an up-to-date system.
The first step of the study was to formulate a system of
procedure for the faculties of the various schools to follow.

The

following items were included:
1. A. Have your faculty prepare a statement which
expresses their philosophy of reporting pupil progress.
B. Give a complete statement concerning reporting
practices in your school, with examples.

c. Have your faculty offer suggestions for improvement of the present practices in our reporting plan.
2. The responses to the questionnaire were to be studied
and a tentative proposal for a program of reporting pupil
progress to be prepared in accordance with the consensus of
opinion as disclosed by the investigation.
3. The recommended program to be sul:mitted to the
administrative staff for study and discussion.
4. The principals of the various schools to sul:mit the
recommendations of the committee to their respective
faculties for study, discussion, and modification.

5. The committee to revise the recommended plan in
consideration of the sugges.ted modifications from the
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school faculties.I
Improvement of child guidance in the elementary schools was
considered possible by developing a more satisfactory method of
reporting pupil progress.

The teachers suggested the following ways

that this improvement might be accomplished:

(1) teacher-pupil

conferences emphasizing pupil self-evaluation, (2) parent-teacher
group conferences, (3) parent-teacher individual conferences in the
school, (4) parent-teacher individual conferences in the home, and
(5) written reports to parents.2
The connnittee met again after obtaining the recommendations
from the teachers.

After considerable deliberation the following

plan was adopted:
1. That teachers plan conferences with pupils in which
the child is led to evaluate his own growth, recognize his
needs and accomplishments and arrive at achievement goals.
2. That a group conference of parents and teachers
be held within the first six weeks following the opening
of school. The program should be carefully explained
with opportunity for discussion to follow.

3. Individual conferences should be conducted by teachers
before the eighteenth week of school.

4. Between the eighteenth and thirtieth weeks, pupil
progress should be reported by conferences or written
reports. This is optional.
lcommittee on Practices in Reporting Pupil Progress, A Guide
to ~ Functional Program of Reporting Pupil Progress to ~nts,
(Vancouver: unpublished, 1951), p. 2.
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5. In alJ. cases where it is impossible to arrange for a
conference, a written report should be made to parents.
(Since publication of the Guide, Vancouver schools are now
using two written reports during the 1ear, one in January,
and the other at the end of the year.)3
Purpose of the group conference.

A group conference of

parents and teachers was called in the first six weeks' period.
Parents of a certain class, grade, or age level were invited to
attend the meeting.

The purpose of the conference was to inform

parents about (1) the reporting program, (2) child growth and development, (3) the curriculum, (4) the guidance program, and (5) ways in
which the home and school may better cooperate for the good of the
child.4
Each l:uilding faculty was given the option of selecting any
one of the following methods:

(1) teacher-principal panel, (2) teacher

panel, (3) discussion leader and open forum, (4) teacher-parent panel,
and (5) informal teacher-prepared talks.
Many

problems were considered carefully by the teachers before

the conference in order that it would be successful.

Some of the

problems were (1) the care of small children during the meeting,
(2) the most satisfactory time of day, (3) the length of the program,

(4) the informality of the room, (5) the serving of refreshments,

3~., pp. 3-4.
4Ibid., p. 11.
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(6) the amount of time to allot parents for questions, and (7) the
sending of written announcements to parents concerning the particulars
of the meeting.5
It was recommended that all talks be supplemented with visual
aids such as charts, graphs, pictures, books, children's work,
and other media that were considered practical.6
The teaching staff evaluated the conference when it was over.
The purposes were again considered in the light of whether the
objectives had been accomplished.
A letter was sent to all parents who were not able to attend
the conference.

In the letter the teachers asked the parents to make

suggestions and recommendations concerning the improvement of methods
of reporting.

They wanted all parents to feel that they were in on

the planning from the beginning.7
~vidual

parent-teacher conferences.

The next step in the

reporting plan provided for face-to-face visits by parents and teachers.
Two sets of guides were constructed by the committee to help the
teachers be prepared for the conferences.
specific in their types of information.S

5rbid., P• 12.
6rb1d., P• 13.
7Ibid., P• 17.
Srbid., P• 18.

The sets were general and
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General guides ,!Q,I .QQD!erences.

The following suggestions

served as general guides for the teacher to keep in mind about the
conference:
1. Responsibility for the success or failure or a conference
rests primarily with the teacher.
2.

There should be no interruptions during the conference.

3. The teacher should not sit behind her desk during the
conference.

4. The teaoher•s greeting should be friendly
5.

and relaxed.

Listen, and then listen some more.

6. Find out how the parent is thinking and feeling about
his child.
7. If a parent says he is worried about his child• s
behavior, follow through. Find out why he is worried.
8. If a parent gives what he thinks is a reason for
behavior, accept it.
9. If the parent suggests a plan or action, accept it if
at all possible to do so.
10. If the parent cannot suggest reasons for a child's
behavior, or plans of action to deal with it, the teacher
might suggest alternatives for joint consideration.
11.

It does not help to argue with the parent.

12. It is better not to assume that a parent wants help
or advice.
13. Most parents cannot be objective about their children.
Therefore, do not criticize.
14.

Avoid giving direct advice.

15. Do not get ahead of the parent in bis thinking.
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16. Try to close the conf"erence on a .friendly, constructive,
forward-looking note.9
Specific guides lQt coni"erences.

The specific guides were

divided into four areas of child development:

(1) physical grovth

and development, (2) social development, (3) grovth in specific areas,
and (4) special activities.10
Each of the four areas was subdivided into many headings vith
a large number of questions itemized 1.Ulder each heading.

The entire

list of headings with one sample question under each will be found
in Appendix A..11
~ ~

for teachers.

The headings fran the specific

guides were placed on a guide sheet that the teacher used during the
conf"erence itselr.12 None of the questions were attached, since there
was insufficient time during a twenty-minute conference to use them.
Student-teacher conf"erences.
students as well as the parents.

Interviews were planned for the

The teachers felt that children

needed a definite opportunity to evaluate their own grovth.

Conf"er-

ences with students were not scheduled in the same manner as those
for parents.

It was left to the discretion of the teacher to find a

9rbid., pp. 19-20.
10rbid., PP• 22-33.
lltoc. cit.
12Ibid., pp. 34-35.

Cf. post, Appendix A.
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suitable time to sit down with the child and discuss his strengths
and weaknesses with him.13
General suggestions for written reports. At the end of the
school term all teachers sent written reports home with each student.
The committee recommended that teachers use the conference guides to
aid them in making out the written reports.14
Classification and promotion

~

pupils. A non-failure policy

was adopted in keeping with the democratic principles of the
.American way of life.15 Each teacher expected to receive students
with varied intelligence and work with them according to their
abilities.
This policy of promotion for all students gave assurance and
security to the child who was previously bothered with worries of
failure.

He was able to stay with his own age group a.I¥i be better

adjusted socially and emotionally.16
When asked their opinions about conferences, Henry and Green
made the following statement:
Conferences are the only known means of getting acquainted
with all the parents. Talking directly with them helps us to
understand our students better. It not only aids in knowing
the problems of the weak students, but it greatly benefits
13Ibid., P• 23.
14Ibid., pp. 41-3.
15Ibid., P• 4.

l~. ill·
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our guidance for the bright child. We do not think there
is a better method of reporting.17
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents in Waitsburg
A teacher18 in Waitsburg outlined the elementary school's
program of reporting to parents. She divided the plan into two
sections with grades one, two, and three in one part and grades four,
five, and six in the other.

Kindergarten had been discontinued.

Reporting in grades .Qru!,

~'

and

~.

Individual confer-

ences were the theme of this section in the reporting process.

They

were held at the close of the first, second, and third nine-weeks•
grading periods.
Waitsburg teachers have been guided in their conferences by a
booklet fran Harriett Carmody of Tacoma.19 Inasmuch as it was
reported that Vancouver's plan was largely similar, no summary of
Carmody•s ideas was included in this section.
Scheduling of conferences. Scheduling of conferences was left
completely to the teacher's discretion.

Generally, the plan used

most frequently was to dismiss school one-half hour early in order

17Harold Henry and William Green, Elementary Principal and
Junior High Teacher respectively, Vancouver, Washington, in an interview with the author, June 20, 1951.

18Aleta Combs, First Grade Teacher, Waitsburg, Washington,
in an interview with the author, June 23, 1953.
19toc.

ill•
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to begin the visitations at 2:45 o'clock in the afternoon and stop at
4:30 o'clock. Schedules were sent hane in advance in time for parents
to request changes if necessary.

Fifteen minutes were allowed for

each interview.20
Materials teachers had QD

~

during conference.

The child's

folder was available and included (1) test results, (2) health records,
and (3) child's work in different subjects.

Special importance was

placed on the discussion of emotional problems of a child.
No particular guide sheet was used by the teacher durhg the
conference.
Parents' reactions.

The Waitsburg conference plan has been in

operation for five years and has received nearly perfect cooperation
from the beginning.

When asked bow the parents felt about this, Combs

stated, "More and more of the parents who are having conferences wish
it could be continued through the sixth grade. 11 21
Written reports.

At the end of the term a written letter was

sent home and stated whether the child's work had been satisfactory
or unsatisfactory.

The usual attendance and other statistical data

were included.

20Combs, loc. cit.

2ltoc. cit.
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Reporting in grades four, five, and six.

Only 'Wl'itten reports

were used in the intermediate grades except for times when there
were specific needs to meet with pa.rents.
home every nine weeks.

The reports were sent

Considerable emphasis was placed on citizen-

ship and character-building traits and not so much on academic
achievement.22 Symbols of S, U, and E were used to evaluate subject
matter skills.
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents in Yakima
A principaJ.23 outlined the reporting procedures in operation

in Yakima.

He stated that the plan divided the reports of kinder-

garten and first grade into one group, second and third grades into
another, and fourth, fifth, and sixth into the last.

Kindergarten

was taken out of the public schools but had it remained it would
have been reported in the same manner as for the first grade.
Reporting in gr:ade one.
centered around two media.

Grade one's reporting procedure

They were parent-teacher conferences

at the end of the first and third quarters, and 'Wl'itten reports
at the close of the second and the fourth quarters.24

22combs, loc. _ill.
23Harvey Stevenson, Elementary Principal, Yakima, Washington,
in an interview with the author, June 18, 1953.
24toc. ill·
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Parent-teacher conferences

iB

~de ~·

A committee composed

of teachers, principals, and supervisors met and constructed a guide
to aid first grade teachers in preparation for holding parent
conferences.

The conferences were planned to extend over a period of

three weeks.

School was dismissed at 2:30 o'clock in order to send

the children home and be ready for the meetings.
The interview itself lasted for twenty minutes.
had no particular guide in front of her.

The teacher

It was the feeling that to

have such a form would tend to stereotype the discussion.25 Work
folders, including health records, were used by the teacher.
The teachers were well guided to allow the parent plenty of
opportunity to discuss problems. 'Whenever the parent became too
personal in his telling of family affairs, the teacher was skillful
in changing the subject.

Informality and friendliness were the

keys for a successful meeting with parents.

It was reported that

cooperation was one hundred per cent in favor of holding these
conferences.26
Stevenson summarized the value of conferences in the following
manner, "Parents have expressed appreciation for the opportunity to
have conferences because of the better understanding they gain about

25stevenson, loc. cit.
2 6toc. cit.

the child•s activities at schoo1.n27
Report used

~ ~

conference.

When the conference was

over, the teacher immediately completed a form about the interview
and filed it in the child's folder.
were as follows:

The headings on this sheet

{l) points discussed, (2) information received,

(3) plans made with the parent, and (4) attitude of parent.28
Written reports 1!! grade

.Qfil!•

A sample of the report card

used in Yakima may be found in Appendix C. 29 The same one would
have been used by the kindergarten at the end of the third and fourth
quarters.

A list of traits and skills needed by a first grade child

was included in the report.
Following the list of traits were blank pages for the teacher
to use in writing an informal letter to the parent.

Additional

pages were added for parents• replies.30
The last page carried the conventional attendance and physical
growth records.

A section to record withdrawals, transfers, and

statements of promotion or retention for the following year ended
the report.
27stevenson, loc. cit.
28Loc. cit.
~'

29Yakima Public Schools, Quarterly Progress Report !Qr ~
(Yakima, Washington, unpublished}. Cf. post, Appendix C.
30r.oc. cit.
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Written reperts !g grades

~' ~'

fm!!:, five, and six.

Reporting progress in grades two through six was accomplished by placing special emphasis on citizenship and scholarship qualities.31 A
check-list was used for all traits.

Grades of A for outstanding

achievement, S for satisfactory, U for unsatisfactory, and F for
failing designated the child's academic success.
A small space was provided for teacher's comments.

One section

appealed to the parent by means of emphasizing good physical and
social habits at home as well as at school.

A sample of this card

may be found in Appendix c.32
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents in Sunnyside
Sunnyside schools have undergone an administrative changeover
in the past year.

The present administration with teacher assistance

has planned to move slowly in this phase until everyone concerned
has had time to study the people of the community and to know their
attitudes about such procedures.33
Policy of promotion.

One principal offered a direct quote

as to the philosophy of promotion in his system.

He stated,

11

All

3lYakima Public Schools, Quarterl.:z Progress Reper~ in Grades
!!!Q, Three, ~' Five, and Six, (Yakima, Washington, :unpublished),
Cf. post, Appendix C.
32toc. ill•
330. L. Montgomery, Elementary Principal, Sunnyside, Washington,
in an interview with the author, June 18, 1953.
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retention of pupils should be done within the first three grades.
It is almost useless to retain a child in any grade beyond the third. 11 34
Methods of teporting.

The only planned program of reporting

was through the use of written reports.

Grades one, two, and three

used one form that gave S and U for academic grades and a check-list
for analyzing citizenship and work habits.
Marks of A, B, C, D, and U were used to evaluate the academic
subjects in grades four, five, and six.

The balance of the card was

identical with that of the lower grades.35
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents in Ellensburg
An Ellensburg principal36 outlined the goals of reporting,
the methods of doing so, and supplied evaluations of parents'
reactions to those methods.
Goals of reporting social development.

Committees composed

of all the teachers in the Lincoln School planned carefully what they
considered important social goals for students.

Some of the more

important ones were (1) adjustment to teachers and to his group,
(2) acility to work and play happily with others, (3) respect the

34Montgomery, loc. cit.
35Loc. cit.
36t.iarvin Schroeder, Elementary Principal, Ellensburg, Washington, in an interview with the author, June 21, 1953.
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rights of others, (4) cooperation, (5) self-reliance, and (6) truthfulness .37
Goals .Q.f reporting .12.hJ::sical development.

Some of the goals of

a physical nature that teachers wanted pupils to have were (1) muscular control, (2) ability to walk in difficult ways, (3) posture to
stand erect, (4) general resistance to colds, (5) resistance to
fatigue, (6) hand-eye coordination, (7) ability to tie shoe strings,
and (8) body balance.38
Goals of reporting !Ufil}tal

developm~.

The teachers also

prepared a written summary of mental traits that seemed essential
for growth.

.Among those were (1) an attitude of investigation and

concentration, (2) imagination, (3) completion of work, (4) alertness,
(5) growth in ideas, (6) taking suggestions, (7) ability to plan,

choose, and decide, and (8) to make good use of spare tiJile.39
~

of reporting emotional development.

Teachers were

giving considerable time and thought to the important problem of
developing emotional stability in the students.

A few of those goals

were (1) confidence in self and others, (2) a positive attitude,

(3) control of crying, (4) control of anger, (5) sudden jerky
37Lincoln School, Goals of Reporting Pupil Progress,
(Ellensburg Public Schools, unpublished leaflet), p. 1.
38~. ill·

39toc. ill•
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movements, (6) not to be over-sensitive, (7) cheerfulness, and
(8) wholesome development of ~fection.40
Parent-teacher individual conferences.

At the end of first

and third quarters parents met with the teacher for twenty-five
minute conferences in all elementary grades.

Teachers were relieved

of teaching for a half day with substitutes provided by the school
district to take their classrooms.

A five-minute break between

each conference was given the teacher in preparation for the next
parent.

About a week's time was allowed to complete the interviews.41
Material~

teachers had Q!1

hand~ng

conferences.

During the

conference teachers discussed the child's progress in the various
subjects.

Folders showing samples of his work were used by the

teacher in explaining his growth.

The teacher also asked questions

of the parent about the child's attitudes, hobbies, and ambitions to
learn more about his pattern of child development.42
Some of the teachers used a guide sheet during the visit to
be sure to cover all the areas possible in the twenty-five minute
period.

Others used only the folder without any planned procedure.43

40r.incoln School, loc. cit.
4lschroeder, lg£. cit.
42!&£.cit.
43!&£. cit.
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Written reports.

At the close of the second and fourth

quarters, report cards were taken home by the students.

No academic

subjects were graded, but descriptions of work under subject headings
were checked by the teacher.

A sample of these report cards was

included in Appendix F.44
Parents'

~tions

:1.Q reporting methods.

Response to the

written reports and the individual conferences was extremely favorable.
Over eighty-nine per cent of the parents expressed complete satisfaction with the conference plan in particular.

The plan has been in

operation for four years and has been receiving better parent and
pupil cooperation each succeeding year.45
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents at Whitman School
The Whitman School was first to schedule individual conferences
in Lewiston.

Before this was accomplished, a meeting of the Parent-

Teacher Association was held to discuss the subject of reportingo
The parents were reminded of problems of child development that would
be greatly helped by direct visits with the teacher.

Feelings of

inferiority as a result of receiving low grades, the stiff competition

44tincoln School, End of the Year Report, (Ellensburg Public
Schools, unpublished). Cf. post, Appendix F.
45schroeder, loc. cit.
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high marks, and the temptation to cheat in order to receive satisfactory grades were a few of the problems that were explained to the
parents.

Parents were very receptive in regards to any cooperative

measures that would bring about the solution of those problems.46
The primary teachers had for some time reconunended that
parents visit school regularly for conferences.
It was then unanimously agreed upon to hold a group conference
of all parents and teachers who would be affected by any change.
Teachers in grades one and two and many parents were particularly
enthusiastic, so it was decided to begin there.

Parents of children

in those grades were invited to an evening meeting to discuss the
pros and cons of changing into a ne\·I plan of reporting.
Mothers and fathers turned out well for the first group
conference.

The principal spoke on phases of child development

again, since many of the parents had not attended the previous
meeting.

Special emphasis was placed on the social and emotional

traits of children that could not be evaluated in a report card.47
The primary teachers outlined the work that was to be accomplished in a particular grade for the year.

They demonstrated how

46wayne York, Principal of Whitman School, Lewiston, Idaho,
in an interview with the author, June 12, 1953.
471oc. cit.
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difficult it was to understand a small child simply by sending
report cards home.

Their suggestion was for the parents to come to

the school for a personal conference with the teacher.

If this were

not possible, the teacher would go to the home.
At the close of the conference parents and teachers voted
overwhelmingly in favor of discontinuing written reports during the
year and substituting in their place individual conferences.

A final

written summary was still desired at the end of the term to evaluate
each child's progress.

No attempt was made to give that up since most

persons felt it was necessary to close with a written report.48
Parent-teacher conferences.

In 1951 grades one and two

started using this method at the end of the first, second, and third
quarters.

In 1952 grade three entered into the conference plan.49

Prior to the conference the teachers decided to construct
information blanks that would guide them in

~

conference.

The

following ideas were considered important:

(1) a list of objectives

to accomplish during the conference, (2) time schedules to be sent
home in advance of conferences, and (3) an evaluation form for the
teacher to use when the conference was over.50

48York, loc. cit.
49toc. cit.
5~oc. cit.

--
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The list of objectives was transferred onto a form and can be
found in Appendix J.51 The time schedules are included in Appendix
r.52

The evaluation form will be found in Appendix G.53
The role of the Parent-Teacher Association.

The Parent-

Teacher Association rendered valuable assistance in furnishing
transportation when needed by a visiting parent.

Members of the

group also provided baby-sitters and many other services to make the
plan function.54
York was asked for his opinion about conferences.

He replied,

I am very much in favor of parent-teacher conferences for
several reasons. They are no doubt the finest thing we have
done in the way of public relations. Parents are more aware
of methods, problems, and activities in the school than ever
before. Parents feel freer to visit. They know the teacher
and feel more at ease in their child's classroom, with the
result that parents visit fully twice as often as heretofore.
Conferences afford the opportunity to attack the host of
important nonacademic problems of children. They provide
the bases of a workable partnership between the parent and
the teacher. They aid the teacher in understanding the varied
development of the pupils.55

5l'Whitman School, Parent-Teacher Confer~~' (Lewiston
Public Schools, unpublished). Cf. post, Appendix J.
52Whitman School, Time Schedules .£2! Conferences, (Lewiston
Public Schools, unpublished). Cf. post, Appendix I.
53Whitman School, Parent-Teacher Conference Report, (Lewiston
Public Schools, unpublished). Cf. post, Appendix G.
54York, loc. cit.
5 5Loc. cit.
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Written

report~.

The present report card has been used in the

Lewiston elementary schools for many years.

The emphasis placed on

them by parents, teachers, and students was basically academic.
Summary

The schools that were selected for interviews concerning
their methods of reporting pupil progress to parents were endeavoring
to study and revise their policies.
Written reports remained a basic part of the reporting program
in each school district.

One kind of

letter from the teacher to the parent.

r~port

used was an informal

It was felt that good public

relations developed from this medium.
A majority of the other written reports consisted of a combination of academic evaluations and check-lists to describe growth
in various personal traits.

Some of the traits were personality,

work habits, and social habits.
. . The conference plan was adopted in most of the schools contacted.

Individual interviews between parent and teacher, and

sometimes between teacher and pupil, were scheduled mostly in the
primary grades.
grades.

Two schools held conferences through the first six

Greater understanding of the child and improved public

relations with the home seemed to be direct results of this method.

CHAPTER IV

QUFSTIONNAIRES GIVEN TO TWO PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS
IN LEWISTON, IDAHO
The author was invited to speak to the Whitman School ParentTeachers• Association on the subject of reporting to parents.
Following this meeting his own Parent-Teachers• Association at the
Orchards School asked him to speak on the same subject.
Two questionnaires were handed out at both meetings.

The first

was given early in the evening without much introduction and merely
asked for opinions about report cards parents were now receiving or
had received in the past.

The second followed a talk on child

development and was constructed in such a way as to have the parents
evaluate those report cards.
Both questionnaires are reproduced in Tables I and II.

Whitman

and Orchards School Parent-Teacher Associations• answers are tabulated
on the same table to save repetition.

Twenty persons filled out the

forms at the Whitman meeting and fifty-five at the Orchards.

If a

teacher classified as a parent, his reply was counted.
Table I shows the results of the first questionnaire.
were free to answer the questions as they wished.
requested.

Parents

Signatures were not

The author wanted to get their frank opinions.

The questions in Table I were directed primarily to see how
satisfied parents were about the present report cards.

An attempt was
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made to discover how parents felt about various questions which were
difficult to include on the report card itself.
Whitman and Orchards• replies were combined into one total

in the following analysis.

The 11 yes 11 and 11 some 11 columns were grouped

together under 11yes, 11 since they carried nearly the same meaning.
Table I shows that the parents gave a large majority of "yes"
or "some" responses to the following questions:
1. Have you ever been annoyed or disturbed about the
wording of report cards?
2. Have the grades which the teacher put on the card
ever annoyed or bothered you?
9. Do you feel that the child is not making progress
because he received the same grade each quarter?
13. Have you ever been unhappy because one teacher grades your
child high one year and the next year a new teacher grades low?
These same parents gave a small majority of 11yes" or "some"
responses to the following questions:

3. Have you ever felt that your child's marks were too low
or too high and were hurting the child's attitudes towards work?
11. Does the card show how your child compares to the other
children in the group scholastically?

14. Did the card mention the good qualities of your child
as well as the critical ones?
A slight majority of "no" responses was given to the following
questions:

6. Has the child's physical health been thoroughly described?
7.

Has the child's menta.l health been thoroughly described?
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TABLE I
OPINIONS ABOUT REPORT CARDS RECEIVED IN THE PAST
Whitman PTA
Yes - No - Some
1.

2.
3.

4.

Orchards Pl'A
Yes - No - Some

Have you ever been annoyed or disturbed about
the wording of report cards?

7

10

3

29

10

13

Have the grades which the teacher put on the
card ever annoyed or bothered you?

6

11

1

31

ll

13

Have you ever felt that your child's marks were
too low or too high and were hurting the child's
attitude towards work?

6

10

4

23

24

6

Have you been able to determine from the report
cards of the past how your child gets along
with other children while at school?

7

13

0

10

33

12

attitude towards work and group play at school
has been?

7

10

3

4

35

15

Has the child's physical health been fully
described?

7

13

0

23

26

5

Has the child's mental health been fully
described?

7

10

3

23

28

3

Has the card ever said 11 why11 a child is having
trouble?

8

10

2

24

28

3

5. Has the card let you know what his general

6.
7.

8.

TABLE I - Continued
Opinions about Report Cards Received in the Past
Whitman PTA
Yes - No - Some

Or.chards PTA
X,es - No - Some

9. Do you feel that the child is not making
progress because he has received the same
grade each quarter?

8

8

2

36

12

7

10. Does the report card show at what level your
child is reading?

7

13

0

10

40

4

11. Does the card show how your child compares to
the other children in the group scholastically?

7

13

0

26

16

3

12. Does the card describe the difficulty which
hinders the child from progressing in his
studies?

5

11

3

22

27

5

13. Have you ever been unhappy because one teacher
grades your child high one year, and the next
year a new teacher grades low?

6

14

0

31

ll

12

Did the card mention the good qualities of
your child as well as the critical ones?

9

10

0

25

18

2

15. Have you ever seen a card which would tell you
all the things you wish to know about your
child at school?

5

12

2

15

38

2

u..
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8. Has the card described the difficulty which hinders the
child from progressing in his studies?
A strong majority of "no" replies was received on the following
questions:

_ 4. Have you been able to determine fran the report cards of
the past how your child gets along with other children while
at school?
5. Has the card let you know what his general attitude
towards work and group play at school has been?
10. Does the report card show at what level your child is
reading?
The second questionnaire sought from the parents their
evaluation of report cards.

An attempt was made to discover if

children do respond in negative ways at home upon receipt of grades
at report time.
Another objective of the questionnaire was to learn what
degree of importance parents placed in recognizing social and
emotional traits of children.
The final objective was to learn if parents would be willing
to experiment with individual conferences as a means of arriving at
a higher level of guidance for each child.
The replies from both meetings were combined together in
Table II in the same manner as in Table I.

The "yes" and "some"

answers were counted as "yes."
Table II show that the parents gave a large majority of 11 yes 11
or "some" responses to the following questions:
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l. Do you think it is wise for the child to be marked
as a particular graded student?
2. Have you seen evidence at home where the A student
lords it over the other brothers and sisters?

3. Have you seen evidence at home where the D and U
students are completely discouraged, yet you know in your
heart they can learn?
5. Do you wish to know how your child is maturing
emotionally while at school?

6. Do you think a printed report could be prepared
whereby a teacher could freely evaluate those emotional
developments?
8. Might there be some physical developments that would
be difficult for a teacher to put on a printed form?
9. Do you feel that receiving grades quarterly is often
enough?
11. Would you like for the teacher to say 'why' she thinks
your child acts in a certain way?
12. Would you like to have some specific way to let the
teacher know about your child's peculiarities?
13. On the printed report sent home, would you be satisfied
with grades of S and U and later have an opportunity to talk
with the teacher (at least twice a year) to learn more of
his scholastic progress and to discuss many of the personal
traits of the child which a printed form cannot carry?
The parents gave a small majority of nyes 11 or "some" responses
to the following questions:

4. Have you seen the C student accept his average position
and not try to improve?
10. If the child is extremely shy, as is the case in many
elementary grades, can a teacher express himself freely on a
card in order to solve his problem?

TABLE II
EVALUATION OF REPORT CARDS RECEIVED IN THE PAST
Whitman PTA
Yes - No - Some
1.
2.

Do you think it is wise for the child to be
marked as a particular graded student? (A, B,

c,

Have you seen evidence at home where the "A"
student lords it over the other brothers and
sisters?

D,

U)

Orchards PTA
Yes - No - Same

14

2

2

27

14

6

10

5

3

28

20

6

15

3

1

40

12

3

12

6

2

12

23

14

13

4

3

31

7

16

12

5

2

28

25

2

10

7

3

lS

36

1

3. Have you seen evidence at home where the D and U

students are completely discouraged, yet you know
in your heart that they can learn?

4. Have you seen the 11 011 student accept his average
position and not try to improve?

5. Do you wish to know how your child is maturing
emotionally while at school?

6. Do you think a printed report could

be prepared
whereby a teacher could freely evaluate those
emotional developments?

7. Is it necessary for the child to know of this
infonnation from teacher to parent?
the card home. )

{He carries

TABLE II - Continued
Evaluation of Report Cards Received in the Past

8.

Might there be some physical developments that
would be difficult for the teacher to put on a
printed form?

Whitman PTA
Yes - No - Same

Orchards PTA
Yes - No - Some

13

7

0

41

6

6

11

8

0

46

8

1

10. If the child is extremely shy, as is the case
in many elementary grades, can a teacher express
herself freely on a card in order to solve his
problem?

7

9

4

10

26

18

Would you like for the teacher to say "why"
she thinks your child acts in a certain way?

11

8

l

24

21

9

8

8

4

32

6

16

12

7

1

29

23

3

9. Do you feel that receiving report cards quarterly
is often enough?

11.

12. Would you like to have some specific way to
let the teacher know about your ~hild 1 s
peculiarities?
13.

On the printed report sent home, would you be

satisfied with scholastic grades of "5 11 and "U"
and later have an opportunity to talk with the
teacher (at least twice a year) to learn more
of his scholastic progress and to discuss many
of the personal traits of the child which a
printed page cannot carry?
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The following question was given a small majority of "no"
responses:
7. Is is necessary for the child to know of this information
from teacher to parent? (He carries the card heme.)
No question received a large majority of "no" responses.

Summary
Table I illustrates that some parents have been bothered by
report cards of the past.

They seemed to realize that giving a child

the same grade each quarter tended to discourage him.

They also

realized that teachers cannot send home on a printed form all the
statements necessary concerning the child's physical and mental
health.

They very definitely did not think that past report cards

described the child's emotional growth at school.
Table II points out that parents do want to know about the
child's social, emotional, physical, and mental growth at school.
They expressed willingness to change the method of percentage
marking to a scale of fewer points and supplement it with personal
interviews at school.

CHAPTER. V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIOl'S

Summary of Literature
'Written Reports.

It was pointed out in the literature that

the majority of schools have retained some kind of written reports.
Consistently, a final summary at the end of the -year was standard
policy, but different kinds of written reports were found in use.
Among those were (1) academic grade reports, (2) check-lists
showing traits of personality and ability, and (3) informal letters.
One trend seemed to be in the direction of recording more
descriptive progress of the child instead of recognizing only
academic achievement.

These descriptions included the child's

social and emotional growth and were considered essential in the
progress report.

Statements of physical and mental growth were also

continued in most reports.
The way teachers varied so extremely in the giving of
percentage marks was a large factor in the development of descriptive
reports.

Recent study of child development helped to recognize the

effects that constantly low or extremely high marks were having
upon children.
The modern new-type of card carried most or all of the
following items: {l) a statement of the objectives of the school,
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(2) a careful explanation of the marks or symbols used, (3) a report
of growth in the basic skills,

(4) a report on the development of

social attitudes and emotional stability, (5) a report Qn special
interests, special abilities, and extra-curricular activities,
(6) a report on growth in physical fitness, (7) a space for written

analysis by the teacher, (8) a space for parent 1 s report to the
school, (9) an accurate attendance record, and (10) a pleasing
format.
Individual _Q2nferences.

From New Jersey to the State of

Washington many positive appraisals were made about the conference
method of reporting.

Without an exception schools trying this

procedure were enthusiastic about its merits.

Better understanding

of the total growth of the ehild and improved public relations
with parents were resulting factors that provided the satisfaction
to the parties engaged in this program.
Another outgrowth of conferences was the development of
greater democratic processes in arriving at methods of reporting
pupil progress.

Extended use of committees, with principals and

supervisors helping, placed the classroom teacher in more prominent
roles of deciding policyo
educative process.

He became a stronger part of the total
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Summary of Methods of Reporting Pupil Progress in

Five Washington Schools and One in Idaho
Ten trends of reporting were listed in Chapter II.

They were

used as the basis of comparison in the study to see how far selected
schools in Washington and Idaho had progressed.

The trends empha-

sized the following points: (1) no comparison of pupils one to
another, (2) grading scales having fewer points, (3) evaluation of
traits rather than subject matter alone, (4) use of descriptive rather
than quantitative reports, (5) use of infonnal letters, (6) objectives
of the school being the bases for grading, (7) written reports being
sent at less frequent intervals, (8) continuation of attendance
records on reports,· (9) parents being asked to help construct report
cards, and (10) pupil participation in his own evaluation.l
It was found that all trends were being used in at least one
of the six schools contacted.

Each of the remaining schools had

accomplished at least five of the trends and were considering
further improvements.
A very definite swing to the conference type of reporting
was discovered in five of the six schools.

Only Vancouver and

Ellensburg started using conferences in all six grades at the same

lArthur E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1945), pp. 239-40. Cf. ante, pp. 6-7.

~

time.

The others started in the primary grades and planned to move

up the ladder when there was a demand for it.
No school was operating strictly on the old traditional basis.
Some of them still used the letter symbols of A, B,
their academic subjects.
symbols at all.

c,

D, and U for

Others were using check-lists with no

The average was using a combination of academic

recognition with letter symbols and a check-list for personality
traits.
Conclusions
From both the readings and interviews, it became apparent
to the writer that a definite movement of greater child understanding
was underway in the public schools of America.

Teachers, supervisors,

principals, superintendents, and parents were becoming aware of the
need for such a development.

Democratic processes were taking place

in cooperative study of newer methods of reporting pupil progress
to parents.
All this has not happened over-night.
able time and will take more.

It has taken consider-

It was the feeling of the author that

much has been gained in the developments to date.

In evaluating

the progress, several conclusions have been drawn and were listed
in order of their importance.
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1.

Democratic, cooperative means of studying changes in

reporting procedures have replaced the authoritarian method
of decision in many schools.

It is recognized that some

schools have farther to go in this direction than others.
2.

Many schools now use fewer percentage points in their

marking systems.
check-lists.

Some use none at all, only descriptive

Each child was sure to receive broader con-

sideration at report time.

3. Parent-teacher conferences are on the increase.
More complete understanding of every child will result when
parents and teachers cooperate for his betterment.

4. Improved public relations with the home and community
are results of the trend to bring the parent, teacher, and
child together more often in cooperative planning.
5.

The concept of comparing each child on:cy- to himself

should bring about better learning and better teaching.

It

should cause the teacher to take more time with every child
and to plan ahead more carefully to account for individual
differences.

6. Understanding the child's social and emotional traits
begins to parallel his mental and physical abilities in
importance.

Each child should become more completely adjusted

to his school environment in such an atmosphere.
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7 •. Better rapport and improved human relations between
student and teacher results when the teacher treats each
child as an individual.

The use of descriptive marks and

the personal conferences should cause this to happen.
8.

The newer phase of reporting evaluates children's

learning development rather than subjects.

9. The child should develop a desire to learn rather
than earn.
10.

Guidance on the part of every teacher should become

a strong factor in the process of personalized reporting
to parents.
Recommendation to the Lewiston Schools for
Improving Present Reporting Procedures
This thesis will be made available to any committee in the
Lewiston schools organized to study revision of reporting procedures.
It is recommended that all future changes in reporting to parents
in Lewiston 1 s elementary schools should develop as a result of
democratic, cooperative planning on the part of many rather than
because of the ideas and the efforts of any one individual.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIFIC GUIDES TAKEN FR.OM VANCOUVER PLAN
Physical Growth and Development
Eyes
1.

What are the results of eye tests?

~

1. What are the results of hearing tests?

Height and weight
1. What is his height and weight?
Attendance
1. Absent

tardy - - - -

Physical vigor
1. Is he energetic?
Motor control
1. Does he walk and run freely?
Participation in physical activities
1. Does he participate actively in games?
Health habits
1. Does he wash his hands before eating?
Social Development
Reactions to other children
1. Does he show friendliness--by talking to others, playing
with others--cooperatively and with enjoyment?
Responses ~ authority and ~ suggestion
1. Is he sneaky, furtive, abusive toward adults?
Participation in group responsibilities
1. How does he care for materials? Destructive?

Careful?

73352
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Dependence upon adults
1. Is his behavior completely different at home than at school?
Demands for attention
1. Does he show off in silly ways?
Habits with underlying significance
1. Masturbation, sucking, nail-biting, fidgeting, nose-picking,
or show other indications of strain?
Growth in Specific Areas
General intellectual ~opment
1. Does he remember directions well, or does he need to be
told more than once?
Social Studies
1. Does he show interest in the activities of the people
of the community?
Language
expression
1. Does he converse with individuals?

~

Written exµression
1. Is he utilizing opportunities for written work as he
progresses through school?
Penmanship
1. Is his writing legible? Suitable for his age?
Spelling
1. Does he know that words should be written with correct
spelling?
Reading
A.

Signs of reading readiness
1. Has he had a rich experience at home?

B.

Reading
1. Does he like to read?

101
Arithmetic
1. Does he show by his use of objects that number experiences
are meaningful?
Art
1.
~

1.

Does he care for his materials?
Does he like music and rhythm?
Special Activities

Is he a member of the chorus, orchestra, safety patrol, student
government, or a library assistant?

APPENDIX B
YAKIMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
REPORT OF PA.ttENT TEACHE.'1. CONFERENCE

School

-~------------~-~

------

Date
Conference vd.th

----....---------~-~--~~

Te~.dier

POINTS DISCUSSJZD:

INFORMATION RECEIVED:

PLANS MADE

mTH

PARENT:

ATTITUDE OF PARENT:

-(This blank should be kept in the file for one year)
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APPENDIX C

PUPIL'S GROWTH REPORT

•
PUPIL'S GROWTH REPORT

•
Grade

Name

YAKIMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Yakima, Washington

*
Quarterly Progress Report

*
School

rmc1pa..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Teacher________________________________
__principa.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Schoo
Teacher_________

September 195__ to June 195__

TO PARENTS:
This report will give you helpful information concerning the progress of
your child during the first school year. Those learnings which are important for
satisfactory living are stressed. Cooperation between school and home is most
desirable. You are cordially invited to visit school. Conference on the problems
of in~ividual children may be arranged with the principal or teacher and are
usually more satisfactory when held after school or by appointment. Please sign
the report in the space provided, to indicate that you have examined it, and
return it promptly.

M. L. MARTIN,
Form No. 58

SUPERINTENDENT

The Yakima Schools aim toward the wholesome development of the child for
living actively in a democratic world. Its program promotes growth in satisfactory
personal living and in profitable group living as home members, workers and
citizens. In this report our emphasis is on your child's own progress, not on his
standing in comparison with others. We have considered your child's growth in
the following areas:

In the Primary Grades
THE CHILD IS PROGRESSING:

When he shows interest in reading.
When he shows growth in beginning reading habits and skills.

Physical Health
He is neat and clean.
He sleeps ten hours nightly.
He eats regularly a diet of milk, eggs, cereals, vegetables,
fruit, and water.
He brushes his teeth twice daily.
He is dressed comfortably and warmly.
He has plenty of fresh air and outdoor play.

When he understands what he reads.
When he reads willingly.
When he shows growth in writing skills.
When he shows growth in oral expression skills.

Social Adjustment
He
He
He
He
He
He

obeys safety rules.
is courteous and thoughtful of others.
is friendly and cheerful.
works independently and with the group.
respects the rights and property of others.
takes care of materials and equipment.

Mental Abilities
He understands and responds to direction.
He completes a task undertaken.
He is attentive.
He shows interest and participates in many activities.
He works independently.

When he shows growth in listening skills.
When he shows growth in beginning number skills.
When he shows interest in community living.
When he takes part in music activities.
When he expresses his ideas creatively in art with materials and
tools used skillfully.
When he shows growth in good work habits.
The value of this report depends upon the attention you give it. Visit
your child in the classroom. Arrange for a conference with the teacher.

Parent and Teacher Comments

Date

First Quarter

Date

Second Quarter

I
l

_____

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_____._arent

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~arent

,19~

, 19 ---

.,,

Name

Grade,_______

.

, .,

Date

Third Quarter

Date

ourth Quarter

r.

..

------------------~arent

-~~--~~-~-------------rarent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19__

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_

-~-·~-

I

PUPIL'S GROWTH REPORT

r

•
YAKIMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Yakima, Washington

•
Attendance:

QUARTERS

Regular attendance is necessary for growth

1

GRADES 2-3

1_2_l_3_l_4_

Days Present . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1_ _1_ _ 1_ _ 1_ _ .PIL'S N A M " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Days Absent

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

1_ _ _ 1_ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,_ __

Times Tardy

.............. .

ill>

TEACHE.. .__~~~--~~~

ill>

TEACHE.. .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OO·Lo---------

PRINCIP~--------

PO

PRINCIP.~--------

1r====n=A=T=E====1r==tt=E=r=G=tt=T===r=1=w==E=1G=tt=T==~\====n=A=T=E=======tt=E=1=G=tt=T==~l==w=E=r=G=tt=T===f(

Sept. 19_ _ to June 19_ _
Transfer or Withdrawal:
.
t d tin th The purpose of this growth report is to help all of us to gain a better understand·
-------------------------~.s a s u en
f the growth needs of your child. Those learnings .which are important for satis·
ry living are stressed. More important than "marks" in subjects are the evidence

_ _ _ _ _ _--,year class of the
for t h e current year of
of

nd

days present during

owth in physical and mental well being, in the ability and desire to cooperate with
s, in good work habits, in basic skills and information, and in creative expression.
with an attendance recor
.
.
.
.
.
'
This report should serve not to label your child but to pomt the ways m which the
and the school may cooperate in stimulating growth. What we are at any one time
days of school.
t nearly so important as what we are becoming. You are cordially invited to visit
chool.
M. L. Martin, Superintendent
Principal

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 19_
Assignment for Next Year: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Teacher

- - - - - - - - - - - - · 19-

COOPERATION OF PARENTS

SCHOLARSHIP
Growth in Studies

School progress depends largely upon the happiness, good physical condition, and good social habite of the
child. We ask your help in developing these.
A Outstanding achievement
S Satisfactory

GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION is built up through:
1. Rest and at least 10 hours of sleep.
2. Outdoor play after school.
3. Diet-Plenty of milk, eggs, cereals, vegetables, fruit, and water.
4. Care of eyesight, teeth and hearing-all need careful attention.
5. Calm sympathetic treatment of your child's needs.

A check ( y) after subheading means pupil can improve
No check ( y ) means work is satisfactory
1

READING:

GOOD SOCIAL HABITS. These are built up through the daily practice of:
1. Neatness in personal appearance.
2. Orderliness in handling materials.
3. Intelligent response to directions.
4. Ability to get along with other members of any group.

Understands what he reads.·-···-······--··-····_:_·-··-······-······-······--···-·····-······-······-······3
Reads well to others..·-····---····--·-·-·-·-·----·-····---·-·-·----····-···-····-·-·-··········-····
Shows growth in silent reading_..-·--···--···--···-·····--··--------····-····--···--····
Shows interest in good books...-·-·-····-···-·---····--········-----·--·-·--·-·-·-·

1

Denotee Improvement Needed

2

3

4

AN INDIVIDUAL:
Is courteous and thoughtful of others.......·-·····-······-······-····-······-······--·····-···--····-t---+----+---+-Is obedient --··-··--··-··-···------···-··-······-·····-·-·-·····-······-···----1----1----1---~-Works independently without disturbing others........·-····-····-····--·······-····--··-·--··1---f----11----+--Completes work on time__ ···-······-······-·····-·····-······-······-·-···-·-··--··-····-····--·-···-·1---1----1~-~-5. Uses school materials carefully...---··-····-····-····-··········-····-····-····-·-·-····-····-·········-·--1---1----11----4--6. Obeys safety rule&.---·-·····-···-·-···--···-·-···-······-······-·-··-······-·-··-·····--··--·----1----1---l.---i--7. Has good health habits...-····-----····-----·········-·-·-···-····-··········--··-····-·-··--··--··-t---1---~--i--8. Follows directions·······-·····--···--····-·····-··-··-·-···-······---·--···--···--··
AS A GROUP MEMBER:
1. Respects rights and property of others......·-······--···--····-······-·-·--······-·····-·-···--···
2. Works and plays well with others....... ---·--······-······-·-···-·-···-····-······--···-·····--··-i---1----1~--1--3. Shows good sportsman~iP----···--···-··-····-·---····--·-·--·--·-····-·······----·----··---·-·-······-··-··
4. Respects school regulat1ons..______________________________.....................·-··-··--···-····-···-•·--+-.---1.~--1-._ _
AS
1.
2.
3.
4.

I I I

5.

---·------·-···--····-···-·-···--····-·····--···-··--·-·-······-·····-·--ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY

Days Present---··-······-······--·--···-···-·····-·····-······-·············-······-··---·····-----1
Days Absent....•.·--··--···---··-··--···--····-····------·-----··-·--··--·-----··--·-·-·--·-----~
Times Tardy..·-··--····-·--·-·····-·-··-······-···-·····--···-···--······-······-······-·····--···--··
Please Note-Irregular attendance and tardiness hinder a child's progress. It is important that your child be present and on time every day.
DATE

F

HEIGHT '

I

WEIGHT

I

DATE

I

I I I

HEIGHT

2

3

4

I I I

""""--------------·-·1 I I I

LANGUAGE:

CITIZENSHIP
Growth in Personal and Social Habits

( y)

U Unsatisfactory
F Failing

Corrects"'"."""1"'
his most common
errors..·-····----·-·-·----·
......
•.......

.

.

.

Shows growth in the use of new words......·-·····-······-······-······-······-·-···--··-··-··-·····-····· :---+---+----+--Tells experiences in a way that interests others...-··-·-··-·····-··-······--··-·-··-··--·-Strives for correct written forms.:·-····-····-····-····-··········-····-······-··-··········-····-····-·-·-····-·-;
SPELLING:-(For grades II and ill)
Spells well in weekly list&.----····-·····--···-······-·····-··-··-······-·····-······-·····-·····-·-··-·-,---t---1----+-Spells well in other written work-....---·-·-·-··--·-·---····-····-····--·-···-·-·-··---·--·
WRITING:
Writes plainly and neatly.·-··-······--··-·····--·-···-····-··--··-··-······-······--··-····
ARITHMETIC:
Shows skill in reading and writing number facts..·-····-····-····-················-·-··············-······Solves simple problems......--..···--···--·-----·-·····---····-·-··--···------·-·--···--····-······--··-Learns addition and subtraction for Grade 11....................-..··-····-····-·-·-····-····-·-·-·--·
Learns multiplication and division for Grade 111.......- ..--······-···-------·--···-···--

3

II I

MUSIC:
1. Enjoys listening to goo~ mu~i':-:····-······-······-··-···-······-·····-······--···-·-···-·····-·-········i
2. Takes part well m music acUVIties... __________..........·-····-····-····-··········-····-····-····---·-····lr---+-·
1 - - t -1·- - t -1·_ _
3. Shows growth in music skills for his grade--···-······-······-··-··--····-······--····--·····-····
0

E

.ART:

Is creative--···-··--··-·····-·····-·····-····-····-······-······--····--·-----··-······-·····--·-···-··]
Shows skill in use of materials and tools.......--···-··--····-········--·--····-··········-····-----·· --~-1-----1----;·1---1
1
1
Shows good work habits ·······-······---·-··--·-···-·---·-······-··-···-··············-······-·····-······--·-··

111!

PUPIL'S GROWTH REPORT

•
YAKIMA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

NOTES

Yakima, Washington

1.

•
GRADES 4-5-6

2.

PUPIL'S NAM~------------------

GRAD·..__ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

RAD~--------

3.

TEACHER----------TEACHE,u__________

SCHOO·....___ _ _ _ _ _ __

PRINCIP.~---------

SCHOO.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _

PRINCIPA.....___ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

~

Sept. 19....--- to June 19_ _
TO PARENTS:
The purpose of this growth report is to help all of us to gain a better understand-

================================-ing of the growth needs of your child. Those learnings which are important for satisPARENT'S SIGNATURE

factory living are stressed. More important than "marks" in subjects are the evidence
of growth in physical and mental well being, in the ability and desire to cooperate with
others, in good work habits, in basic skills and information, and in creative expression.

1

This report should serve not to label your child but to point the ways in which the
and the school may cooperate in stimulating growth. What we are at any one time
is not nearly so important as what we are becoming. You are cordially invited to visit
the school.
M. L. Martin, Superintendent
hom~

2

3~-----------------------~

SCHOOL FORM NO. 43

Promotion will be determined by a child's general preparedness for the work in th•
grade.
/
Social and health values will be considered as well as intellectual values and achievei

ASSIGNMENT FOR NEXT Y E A R : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

:vonac

_\. ':::!= 1
SCHOLARSHIP

COOPERATION OF PARENTS

Growth in Studies
School progress depends largely upon the happiness, good physical condition, and good social habi
n::=~ii::::-::i:;=:=::::----------;7'""7."'-7:~------------child. We ask your help in developing these.
0utatanding achievement
U Unsatisfactory
Satilfaotory growth
F Failing
GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION is built up through:
A check ( y ) after subheading means pupil can improve
1. Rest and at least 10 hours of sleep.
No check ( y') means work ia satisfactory
2. Outdoor play after school.
3. Diet-Plenty of milk, eggs, cereals, vegetables, fruit, and water.
1
2
3
4
4. Care of eyesight, teeth and hearing-all need careful attention.
5. Calm sympathetic treatment of your child's needs.
tifG:

mde what he reads...... ·-······-······-······-······-······-······································-······-······-··i~t--+---1--·ell orally...............-................................................ _

I I

GOOD SOCIAL HABITS. These are built up through the daily practice of:

1. Neatness in personal appearance.
2. Orderliness in handling materials.
3. Intelligent response to directions.
4. Ability to get along with other members of any group.

1tere&t

:d i:~!;~::~~~::::::=::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

CITIZENSHIP
I

( y' ) Denote& Improvement Needed

1

I

2

AS AN INDIVIDUAL:
1. Is courteous and thoughtful of others......·-······-······-······-·····-······-······-·····--······-·-···
2. ;. ::ed_i:t ·······-······--··:--···-···:··-·····:-····-·····-·---·-····-·····--···-······-······-······--·3.
o s i dependently without disturbing others...............................................................

I

~-

d
tl
an nea Y·······-·······················'···········································································. ··l==i====l===~==
llETIC:

~s=~=:~=:==-=:_=.-:==:===~~~==:=:}

AS A GROUP MEMBER:
1. Respects rights and property of others....................................···-··············-··············-······

-

2. Works and plays well with others......·-·············-······················-·····-······-······-······-······-

lY:

rt

! ~~~~~-~======::=~=:=::=:==::=-:=
I

DATE

io ··························································-··················································

~p:en: .to goo~ mu~i~-:-··-······-······-······-······-······-······-·····-·····-······-·-···-····1

Times Tardy .... -··· -·· ···--··· ..... ····· -··-·····--····-······- ........................... -··
Please ~~te-Irregular attend&D;ce and tardiness hinder a child's progress. It 18 important that your child be present and on time every day.
WEIGHT

····························································l---r--+---1---

health rules ....................................................

~.:: =~-==--==--=-==-~-=---=--==
I

in discuss· n.

I I I

: 1::::;~::;~~::.,;~:;:::::::=:::::~:=~~~:===:1 I I I
. . . ,.._____________ : : ::::::=:::::::::~~1 I I I

ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY

HEIGHT

I I I

)r correct written forms..·-····-··········-················-······················-······················-····-··
NG:
-ill in weekly lists..·-·····-······-·····-·············-··············-······-······-·-···-······-······-······-l---1--+--.....___
3 ,U in other written work......·-····-·-·-····-····-··········-····-··········-····-··········-····-····-····
iG:
"bly

f: §~~~~~:f~~~

I

good books..·-··········-····-····-····-·········-~::::=::::::::::=:::=::::=::::=::::=::::=::::=:: 1---r--+--+.- -

i\GE1

Growth in Personal and Social Habits

DATE

in

I

HEIGH-T

1

I

'\I.

~ • m m~sic ~ctmtles..;-··----·---····----·········-·----·--····----······-··--···--·-··...·····-···:

gro
•

I I I

m music skills for his grade..............................·-······-······-······-······ ..... =:;;:F=====l==~=
.
_

·--···-··---·····-·····----·----··-·--·---...·---·----······-······-..............- .... - .......,

I I I

ill m use and care of materials and tools................................................................... ---+-·--+·---1---...__ _ _ _..___ _ _ _...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.__ _ _ __.__1>1it11 of industry and perseverence.............................................................................. .

s and achieve1

NOTES,
1.

2.

3.

4.

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
!~-------------~~--~~---~
2-·~--~~~~~~~~----~~~~-~~---~

3~-------------------~--~
Promotion will be determined by a child's general preparedness for the work ill
grade.
Social and health values will be considered as well as intellectual values and achi

ASSIGNMENT FOR NEXT YEAR:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tievei
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APPENDIX D

Pupil's Growth Report

Elementazy .Grades
· ·Pupil's Name

.,

------------T-------'-·.---.-"~-------......- -·-

Gftde-' .....___..:::.:._:.;._._~---~---~· ·Teacher------------------------

-SCllooJ

---------------Sept. f95_,_c__ ,_ to .June 195___ _

TO PARENTS:

.->

The iilcl.osed :teacher appraisal of yoµr 'f{ork is
liven,. keeping the-. best interes~ _of th~ __ $dent
~d parents bi · mind. _It i8 ·our hope thal_y<>U
give th1s _report -CaretQI COD8id~0n. .,Judg.;
meiits ~d appraisaJS uli afW'ays subject ~- human error. llence we imrlte yo-g; to call on us.
$ytiille .you.: are coneemed ·:with -appraisals of
~our student's. work. '
.
~

Pupil's Growth Report
SUNNYSIDE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Sunnyside,- Washln.gton

E.l ementary Grades
11pil' s Name ---------------- ______ --------------------·------------------------------------------------

rade ------------------------------------- Teacher --------------------------------------·~ool

Sept. 195________ to June 195 ________

TO PARENTS:
Students and Parents:
The inclosed teacher appraisal of your work is
given, keeping the best interests of the student
and parents in mind. It is our hope that you
give this report careful consideration. Judgments and appraisals are always subject to human error. Hence we invite you to call on us
anytime you are concerned with appraisals of
your student's work.

Superintendent

COOPERATION OF PARENTS

SCHOLARSHIP
Growth in Studies

School progress depends largely upon the happiness, good
physical condition, and good social habits of the child. We ask
your help in developing these.

A
B

GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION is built up through:
1. Rest and at least 10 hours of sleep.
2. Outdoor play after school.
3. Diet-Plenty of milk, eggs, cereals, vegetables, fruit and water.
4. Care of eyesight, teeth and hearing-all need careful attention.
5. Calm, sympathetic treatment of your child's needs.

PROGRESS IN SUBJECTS
(v') Denotes Improvement Needed

READING: (general rating)
Understands what he reads
Reads well orally
--------------Shows an interest in good books -----------LANGUAGE: (general rating)
Expresses thoughts clearly --------------u8es good vocabulary
Strives for correct written forms -------SPELLING: (general rating)
Spells well in weekly lists
SpellS well in other written work ___________

GOOD SOCIAL HABITS. These are built up through the daily
practice of:
1. Neatness in personal appearance.
2. Orderliriess in handling materials.
3. Intelligent response to directions.
4. Ability to get along with other members of any group.

CITIZENSHIP
Growth in Personal and Social Habits
(v') Denotes Improvement Needed

1 \ 2

AS AN INDIVIDUAL:
1. Is courteous and thoughtful of others
2. Is Obedient ---- - - - - - - - · 3. Works independently without
disturbing others -----------------------4. Completes work on time - - - - - - 5. Uses school materials carefully ---6. Obeys safety r u l e s - - - - - - - - -7. Has good health habits - --- - - - 8. Follows directions ___
9. -------------------AS A GROUP MEMBER:
1. Respects rights and property of others
2. Works and plays well with others -----3. Shows good sportsmanship ----------: _____
4. Respects school regulations ------------

5.

WRITING: (general rating)
Writes legibly and neatly
ARITHMETIC: (general rating)
Computes accurately
-----------Shows ability in solving problems ------------Works at a reaSQIJlable rate ----------GEOGRAPHY: (general rating)
Remembers geographical facts
Takes part in discussion
IUSTORY: (general rating)
Remembers historical facts
Takes part in discwlalon

4

3

I

II II II
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

HYGIENE and PHYSICAL EDUCATION:
(general rating)
Practices health rules
:Maintains good posture -----------MUSIC: . Vocal
Instrumental
Enjoys listening to good music - _- - - Takes part wen in music activities _ ___
Shows O"Owth in music skills for hi8 grade
ART: (general rating)
Is creative
Shows skill in use and care of
materials and tools - - - - - -Shows habits ~ industry and perseverence

-------------------------------------------------------- -

PROGRESS IN RELATION TO ABILITY
(v')

Denotes Pupil's Ability

1. Doing Strong Work _ _
2. Doing Satisfactory Work _____
3. Failing to use Capablllties Eftectlvel7

I

3 ~1 4

2

1

I

I

,

Outstanding Achievement
C Satisfactory Growth
Above Average
D Below Average
U Unsatisfactory Growth

I

"

da
'!

\

'

\

~

i

\.

1 ,! 2

3

4

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I

--1
I

I
I

NOTES

1.

2.

3.

4.

:

Attendance and Punctuality

Days Present ------------- .
Days Absent -- -Times Tardy --------- - - - -

·

1

I I'I
.

I

2

I
II
I
I

3

I
I
I

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
1.

2.

3.

is assigned to

Teacher

Prir
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APPENDIX E
SUNNYSIDE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DISTRICT NO. 201

SUNNYSIDE, WASHINGTON

'-~
A

_)

i

~

iiiiiii~-~/

c
J-------,'w· • ••,. ,... ...,..

I

KINDERGARTEN REPORT

Pupi

School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Teacher~------~-------~ Principal ___

Year______

NAME---------------Meaning of letters: S - Satisfactory; I - Improvement shown
N -Needs help

1st
PHYSICAL GROWTH

I

1

I

Semester
2nd
2 I 3 I 4

I ~~

Is happy
Is alert

=F
I I

Is relaxed
Keeps fingers out of mouth
Has and uses handkerchief when necessary

-+- ~+=
I

Shows development in muscular coordination

INDIVIDUAL GROWTH

Has confidence in self
Tries to do his best
Responds promptly to directions

=+=1I
I
I

Is learning to think for himself
Finishes the work he has planned
---

I

t

I

I

I

I

i
I

Accepts responsibility

I

SOCIAL GROWTH

Shows willingness to keep rules

r
I
rI
r
i

I

I

-+--t
I
I

I
I
I
I

Is friendly

I

I
I!
I

-

I
I

I

+

t

Plays well with others
Works well with others

I

I

1-1

Meets difficulties and disappointments bravely

Is orderly and careful with materials

I
I

I

I

Uses time to good advantage

t

I

I

I

I

Participates in group activities

I

Is courteous in manner and speech

I

Is considerate of others

I

t

I

IT

KINDERGARTEN ATTAINMENTS
Recognizes colors
Understands simple number concepts
Can state name and address
Shows interest in symbols, signs, books, and pictures
Listens attentively

(Shows growth in attention span)

Can tell a short story or interesting experience
Responds to imaginative play
Speaks distinctly
Shows growth in understanding

1st

Semester
2nd

Tl

4

3

=F
=t
±
I

I

j

Prints own name
Enters conversations and discussions
Shows interest in and enjoys music

I

Feels and expresses rhythm

I

I

Shows originality
Shows an interest in various art materials
Ties shoes
Dresses himself

I

I
I

Shows leadership qualities
\

(All items need not be marked for the first period)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

j

r

I
I

t-t-I
I
r
I

r

l-t-

TO THE PARENTS:
This report is our evaluation of the progress of your child in the development of the traits
and qualities that make good citizens.
We suggest that you examine it carefully so that you may be aware of the growth and development of your child.
Individual growth is the principal basis for evaluating the work of a child rather than a
ccmparison with the achievement of other members of the class.

Your concern should be, "Is

my child doing the best that he can?"
The principal and teacher will be pleased to confer with you at any time concerning the
progress of your child.

Superintendent of Schools

Parent's signature: __________________________
Your signature does not necessarily mean your approval of the report, but that you have
examined it carefully.

ATTENDANCE
Semester

1

2

3

4

Days Present
Days Absent
Times Tardy

Report next year to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ grade.

Total

106

APPENDIX F

WASHINGTON SCHOOL

END OF THE YEAR REPORT
FDR GRADES 1, 2 AND 3
ELLENSBURG PUBLIC SCHOOLS

106

APPENDIX F

This report is the final phase of our evaluation system for the elementary
schools in Ellensburg. It is designed to give the child and parent a permanent
record of a year's accomplishment. It need not be returned.
Our desire is to keep parents informed of every phase of his child's development and the best means we have found of doing this is through direct
conversation with the parents. To accomplish this our teachers schedule two
parent conferences each year.
In addition we urge parents to confer often
with teachers and to visit the classroom at every opportunity.
-ED. K. ERICKSON, Superintendent

PROGRESS IN FUNDAMENTALS

., .,

.... :::.. .; 5~
.8
D :::

~

<<

READING:
Understands Material Read
Vocabulary
Word Attack

II:

~

=<

I

:.& e" ."..."
al

~

SPELLING:

::l

'~° "..
~ ~

<< < =<

Word Lists
Practical Use

I

ART AND MUSIC:
Participation in Music
Special Music Activities
Participation in Art
Creativeness in Art

(including phonetic analysis)

Oral Reading
Extra Reading

SOCIAL STUDIES (GEOGRAPHY-HISTORY-CIVICS)

_.:::_:_:.-=_.::__:::::__.:__:_;:_=-:_=='--'~=-:c-=.__:_:c:_.:._c_~-'-~~~~~~r-~~~~~

Skill in Gathering Facts
Taking Part in Discussion
Skill in Using Facts
ARITHMETIC:

Growth in Understanding

Knowledge of Number Facts
Understanding of Processes
Skill in solving experience problems
Skill in writing numbers

SCIENCE:
Skill in Gathering Facts
Taking Part in Discussion
Skill in Using Facts
Growth in Understanding

LANGUAGE:
Written Expression
Oral Expression
Writing Skills

"Included in curriculum but not evaluated
in these terms at this grade level.

"

.

WORK HABITS:
Completing Assignments

·-~~~~--~---~--~~-~~~_.

Promptness

·~-------

Use of Spare Time
Work Planning
Initiative
Attention
Cooperation
Neatness
Ability to work independently
Ability to accept responsibility

-------------------

PERSONAL HABITS:
Posture
Courtesy
Keeping Self Clean

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT:
Taking Suggestions
Respect of Property

-

Leadership _ _ _ _ __
Ability to Follow

----·------------------

ASSIGNMENT FOR SCHOOL YEAR.

Grade

ATTE
Teacher:_~-------------------

Principal:

f"l>w®~

L
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APPENDIX G
P1:.f. D'l":'···'fF.AC 1{SH. CONF'LRELCE REPORT

- - -

Name of child
Present?

-~"·--------

....

. - , .... ,.,~·-··--'•O>PW'*' ••-•w ,_ _ _,,

--·-·-• - - - - - · - - - - -

--------·-- -- ---··- -----

Mother - - - - --------·- F!1'th,n:- - - - - - - - - - Others

Date of conf erenr:e

Attitude of Parent in regard to:
School Pol.iciea

·----------···-··-

~------

-- ----- --·

--·-"___ ---

..,..,._

-- ·------

Educational Progr&n of the school

i.ny Sp"c.ia.I

---------· -------·-.'ro'.:J_j_e110
------ -- ------------------------··---------

---------·-----·-----·-----··-·-------------·-----·-------··-··-----------·
Items requiring special fol'

Oi\'

up ty Prir.cipal,, l·;urs0 or othsrs

-------- ----··-- -- -----------·----- ---·
-

Your opinion on th'::

p'lr.::~1ts

F&vor,e;.bJe

Te 1cher's
0

op~r,ion

--·

.:;.ttitude toward the confcrcr.ce:
un.f'lvon.r:~b Le

of the conf0rence:

Favorable
i;dc\itiom::.l comments:

-------------

unf avornble

108

APPENDIX H
Whitman School

----rTov:--3~-1952--

Parents:
The parent-teacher conference serving in lieu of a report card for
r
____
. has be<ln scheduled f o r - - - - - - - - - - c
In order for us tc· be certain that the slip rea0hed home safely, please
return j_ t to -m'.)rro"v
If the ti!Ile ar~3,;:Jf'?G fo·: youT.' conference is not satisfactory or you have
cor,11r,:3nts to :L'lk~, p 1_ecr:: statG them, If you need baby sitters or tran~
potation writo y·oc': re ·:::us ·u:low.
It is impe~'-·tj_vc ~-,,-:"L .lU p::,·:<'::.ts m0et their schedule promptly and on
time. Confe:r0nces ar0 ::,cb::'1ul'?d ::.c :ttinutes apart, and we wc::.nt to be sure
that each conforenc.;o h::is a Lull 20 minut2s.,
\tfhi trn0.n School

Parents

signatur~
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APPENDIX I
TD-:IE

SCHED~

Grade

Teacher
Date
Child' s name

Date

Date

FOR CONFERENCES

------·~-~-

l:~

1: 50

2:10

2:30

-----·--3:30

110
APPENDIX J

CONF.IL:ENCES
...
-PJJtENT-TE1;.CHEa

-------···--·~--···4-

To:)ics for discussion 11.t conferences:
Be1;in with ~ strong point or points and finish with a note of optimism.
Becin with some anecdotal experience of tha child if possible.
CHILD GRO TH
-----·11

1. Physic:tl --- have Hea.lth C!:trus present.
(1) Attendance ~- (nbsonces -- tardies)
(2) Sleeping and. ,2atinc h:;.bits ---( caf\:Jtoria h"lbits)
(3) History of He~lth -- (present health stntus)
(4) Health hribits ~nd attitudes --(careless - slovenly - endurmce
p9.rtici~:.:tion)

(5) ?hysical defects -- (severe illnesses)
(6) Nervous habits.
2. Mental
(1) Rer.diness for learning. -- (maturity)
(2) . lertness and spe0d of learning.
(3) Is he working up to his ability?

(4) Minimum essentials for the grade -- (doiug work expected of the
grade)

(5) ApplicC'.tion.

(6) Interests --(enthusi~stic about particular subjects?)
(7) Initiative.

3.

Emotion~l

(1) .daptability -- (to any situation)

(2) Stability --(control of emotions-- e~sily upset.)
Reli~bility.

(3)

(4) Socialability -- (gettine

a~ong

with others)

4. SoCi3.l

(1) ;.ttitudes -- (s<~tisfied - confident - optimistic)
(2) Behe.vior
(3) Citizenship

(4) Personality
(5) 1\el,'.'>tionship to the r,roup.
(6) /,ttitude toward work -- tow.'.1.rd nuthority (does he like school

and his subj8Cts?)

5. Acndemic -- (Subject matter, skills and techniques, de.ily schedule,
show books read.
(1) Re::-idinc
a. Listening -- keeps place, p:i;:,·s ~ttention etc.
b. Comprehension -- underst.J..nds and recalls what he reads.
c. Wqrd reco['.l1ition -- att~ck.
d. Independence -- workbook directions~ wo~d attack, £honics.
e. Oral re::i.' ini:; -- audience situation, re::•ding with meaning.
r. Background for reading -- home and SCLJol.
[!. Silent re-iding -- little vocali~ation, finger ;>ointing.

..

.. .

\

·~ ·~-

i.,..,

'

...
.

r

.~

i. Physical ha.bits to establish r;ood basic reading procedures
(holding book, clist:mce from eyes, eye movement, eye spRn etc.)
j • Speech defects"
(2) Nurnbors ~ counting, writing, time etc.
(3) Spelling
( 4) Lan[;U'.'cDB

(5) -ilriting
(6) Science
(7) Music
(8) 1.rt
(9~ Social ~t1ui3s
(10) Physic'.-1.l Educc::.tion

6, Work :mct Study
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

7.

i--!' bits
List:ns '•n·~ f )Hows directions.
C::.ro of pers0w1l ~nJ school pro_icrty.
·forks well inuepen•Lntly 1nd ·well wj th other children.
St<=md:crds of work -- 'lccurc.cy, ncn.tr:0ss, speed etc.
Completes work on time.

Citizenship

(1) ~vo.its his turn in class, on pJayground.
(2) Needs to be told only once to do n. thing.
(3) ..voius urmccoss'lry talking durint::: work periods.
(4) Hol:Js to i:Toup st~::.nr::1rc~s 'md rules set up.
( 5) r,bili ty to list.:m and follow directions or instructi,)US.

(6)
( 7)
( ~)
( 9)

fuotional sttbility -- isn't easily ui)set.
Is thrifty 'lnc.1 not w::: steful.
Proud of self impr wcm,Jnt c:>.nu auornment.
Is he '1 eood le'.1der? r;, good follovmr?
(10) UD.t. ~ ~ Efl.Nnt think ..t~c.bi.1i ne ~els

iP.

~-above reseects?

8. ;',ny d'lnt;or of not p"ssing (i'romotion)

9. Parents m:-\y wi"lh to know:

(1)
(2;

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
((J0
(8)

What docs my child like best at school? (vocntional)
Is his school work ~s [OOd as it should be?
How cloes my child cet alont; on· the pla.~rgroilnd?1·
How does m,y child get along with the te.ci.cher?
Docs my y01mcstcr seem to be worrying about anything?
Does my child respond .qnd re-1.ct as others do?
Does my child 1 s health se)m good to the te:.. cher?
How can I help my child at home?

111

APPENDIX K

.......
(Ed .

~018-38)

BOARD OF EDUCATION
City of Chicago

Chicago Public Schools
HEROLD C. HUNT
General Superintendent of Schools
--0--

REPORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS
(ltd.-3018·12)

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Qty .. Claicap

~-

Chicago Public Schools
HEROLD C. HUNT

a....is. . . 's

• ,.,....._

REPORT OF PUPIL
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Cit7 of Chicaao

(Ed. 30J8-K)

~-

Chicago Public Schools
HEROLD C. HUNT
a.-1

S~I•?

d1at of

Sc:laoola

---0--

REPORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS
Kinderprten

For the Semester Ending.._ ....................................... 19......
Pupil --·--··--····-······-·······-··········-·······.....................................

School.-···----········..··········-·······-················-······..·····-·-·······-····-·····
Addreu ...............................................................................·--·Room.........................................,

Grade___,____

Teacher _ ,...- ...................................·--···--····--·-··---···
--0--

ATTENDANCE
Regular attendance and promptness are essential for good
progress in school In order to maintain the best home-andschool relationships, a note signed by the parent or guardian is required for every absence or tardiness.
Flnt 11-w.P...W

Days
Absent
Times
Tardy

.......

s.-.llt-Week

REPORT-OF -PUPIL- PROGRESS
The kindergarten gives the five-year old child a wide variety
of experiences planned to promote development appropriate
for his age and to provide a background for further school
learnings. As a r esult of kindergarten training you may
expect your child to evidence growth in :

A check ( v ) after any of the
following items shows a need
for improvement. No check
indicates performance that is
acceptable or better.

First 10-Week
Period

SOCIAL HABITS:

Group living by respecting rights and ideas of others, taking
his turn, and doing his share.

Practices courtesy in speech
and action

Poise, self-direction, and self-control.

Works and plays well with
others

Physical well-being through excercise and practicing health
and safety habits.

Conforms to school r:egulations

Accepts responsibility

Vocabulary, ability to express himself well in speech; shows
interest in stories and books.

Respects public and private
property

Interest and understanding of his immediate social and natural environment through observation and discussion.
WORK AND STUDY
HABITS:

Ability to enjoy and express himself creatively through art,
music, and handwMk activities.

Comes prepared for work

Uses careful
work
-0---

methods of

Completes work on time

Keeps profitably busy

YOUR CHILD'S
KINDERGARTEN WORK

Cares for
equipment

n:.aterials and

is satisfactory
First 10-Week Period :-

needs improvement

HEALTH AND SAFETY
HABITS:
Practices simple health

is satisfactory
Second 10-Week Period :needs improvement
(Teacher underlines one)

z

rules

L1ty

Observes traffic and other
rules

,.

Second 10-Week
Period

0

-

.PORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS
»OUD O,F EDUCATION
atw f!I. Qail:aao

YOUR CHILD SHOWS SPECIAL INTER

ii*. ·

UL

.?

--0-

Parents are always welcome in the Chicago
Questions concerning the work of the sch
child's progress will be gladly answered if yo
the principal's office. Any suggestions for bett
school cooperation, and for making the school p
effective, will be gladly received.

'

.........
_.

--0-

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
Kindly sign below to indicate that you
this repart card carefully.
First 10..
Week Period
Second

.....

1()..

Week Period _ _...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

--0-

PtTPIL'S :GRADE NEXT SEMESTE.1<
4

.....

REPORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS
The primary curriculum includes the following subjects
which contribute to your child's development as a worthy,
efficient citizen.
SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE develop an understanding, interest, and appreciation of the child's immediate
environment.
MUSIC, ART, AND LITERATURE give enjoyment, develop appreciation, and provide a means for expression.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION promotes muscular coordination,
good health and sportsmanship.
READING, LANGUAGE, SPELLING, WRITING, AND
ARITHMETIC are basic to successful school work and
living.

A check ('V) after any al the
followlnc items abowa a need
for ...._.,_nt. No check
Indicates performance that la
acceptable Cll' better.

First
Period

First
Period

Second
Period

Third
Period

Fourth
Period

Third
Period

PractJcea cwrteay ID
and action

-m

w ...b and pla)'S well with
others
Conforms to acbool reculat.lcms
Accepts naponalbllity

Respects publlc and private

-

I

WORK AND STUDY
HABITS:

Camea prepared for work

READING
Understands and enjoys
what la read

u-

work

ORAL LANGUAGE
correctly and plain·
ly ID sentences

s-a

careful methods al

.

Completes work on time

WRITTEN LANGUAGE
~-·
tbOUl'hta clearly,
ape
la correctly, and writes
leclbly

K - profitably huay

Cares for
equipment

ARITHMETIC
Understands number Ideas
and uses them ID meanlncful activities

-terlala and

HEALTH AND SAFETY
HABITS:

£-EXCELLENT ACHIEVEMENT
G-GOOD PROGRESS
F-FAIR OR ACCEPTABLE PROGRESS
U-UNSATISFACTORY

2

Faurtla
Period

SOCIAL HABITS:

property

CURRICULUM

Second
Period

Practices simple health

ru1u

Obeel'WIS traflic and other

safety rules

3

lll

APPENDIX K
BOARD OF EDUCATION
City of Chicago

(Ed. 3018·38)

~IOI

Chicago Public Schools
HEROLD C. HUNT
a-.1 Superintendent of Schools

--<>-

ORT OF PUPIL PROGRESS
Grades 3-8

1ietneater Ending.·-···-···································· 19......
- · · · · - · · - · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •.... eoOee • OUooeeeeoeooe e oe e oe•e• • O•OH••o• e OO•OoO OO • OO•• •

Grade....................................... ..

---0--

--0-

..----I
1ys

.cs
dy

First
Period

I

Second
Period

Third

i\--Period
---

Fourth
Period

APPENDIX K

__,__,__
Fir•t

I~~::

cuRRl~\...!!~.~!J~
~\
~
··-iteads ..,;th unde...u.ndin& I

A check (\/) after aDJ' of the
followinc items shows a need
for Improvement. No check
lncllcates performance that la
acceptable or better.

F..urth

Third

·P erlod

Penod

..;.----

Second
Period

SOCIAL HABITS:
Practices caurteay In speech
and action

coMPOSlTION
f_l<presse• ideas c\earlY and

. accuratelY in written and \
~1--\_-l--

5pE.LLlNG
5pe~ c.orrectlY in ,.,ntten

,....,..m NG
~
wn- ••"" .

'

--

l"' c
\ 1 ,.:;::;-

~>ES
•
vv • ··------

~-"'~
....-.....
~;;.;;i.~
__,.....

·__

,.,.,.

u .....

,,.
1

••""'• ,,...

A>'>'HMET>C
-=--:::;;,

~

----______
U
L-==----::~"c""""·
.....--

~--MUSIC
pe.rticipates in ...,.u,.1c

. ~:.i..,,iiiei - - - ~
~••ncs .. ~-' ?.:a~e~!.~
ttoME ME.cttANlCS

.~-·

WORK AND
' HABITS:

STUDY

0

-

,- --- .'

E.J<pre&Se" seU in creath•e,
~RT

E.Duc~TION
pby&ica\ skill••

•"" FO.."
-

--+---'

~
~{·-

De"e\O(>&
-

I,; .......,.
-

~

f.l<presse• interest in sd·
ence and uses the fe.cts to

~Wk "

._......

\,

' ---

J<.noWS n\llJlber fe,cts and

pa'iSlCAL

Accepts

---

\

\
~~
.l---1- ._..

.....,.,

for

\

)!.-EXCELLENT ;\.ClllEVE}.{ENT

.ltl::tlces
.......
_
'-'LTH

simple

bserves traffic and otber
fety rules

c;-eoOD pROGRESS
F-F.A.lR OR ;\.CCEPT.A.BLE pROGRESS

3
u-UNS.A.TlSF ;\.cTOR'i

2

Third
Period

Fourth
Period

Your child has earned special commendatio1
lowing school services :
First Period·····-·······--·-----·--····-·-·----·-·---·--Second Period ...................- ....................- .....................................:
Third Period ...............................- ...................__........................- ........._
Fourth Period ....................................- ........- ...........................- ...........
-0--

Parents are always welcome in the Chicago :
Questions concerning the work of the schl
child's progress, will be gladly answered if ye
the principal's office. Any suggestions for bett
school cooperation, and for making the school r
effective, will be gladly received.

-0--

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
Kindly sign below to indicate that you ha
this report card carefully.
First Period................- ......................................- ..--................................
Second Period................. _ ........................................- .......- ...................
Third P eriod .............................- ...........................................................- ...
Fourth Period........................................_.......................- ........................
- -o - -

PUPIL'S GRADE NEXT SEMESTER.___

4
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19 ............ -19.-. ... ... ...

19......... ... -19 .... ... .... .

Bainbridge Island Public Schools
District SOS

QUARTERLY REPORT
Grades 1-S

of .... ..... ... ............ ... ... ... .... ...... ......... ........ ..... ................... '. ........ ...... .. .. .. .. .. .......
.... ... ... ....... .. .Grade ....... ... ....... .. ...... ........ .. ........................... ..... ... ..... . School
Transferred to ........................ ... ... .... ..... ...... .... .School. Date .... ... .. .. .......... .
Promoted to ..... ... ... ...... ...... .... ... ... .. ... .... ........... .Grade. Date .. .. ... .............. .
....... ..... ...... ... .... ..... ... ... ... ....... ...... ....... ... Teacher
Principal

To Parents
You are requested to sign and return this report card at once. Your
signature indicates that you have seen the report and does not necessarily indicate approval.

Explanation of Marks
S-Satisfactory
U- Unsatisfactory
I- Following an Unsatisfactory means Improvement.

GROWTH IN HABITS AND ATTITUDES

GROWTH IN SCHOLARSHIP-Continued
'O

I1 I2 Is I4

I. WORI{ and STUDY HABITS
1. Listens to directions

I
I

'

2. Works independently
3. Is neat

'

4. Works to b est of his ability
5. Takes care of school property
II. SOCIAL and PERSONAL HABITS
"·

1. Works and plays w ell with other s

2. Is thoughtful and courteous
3. Is dependable
4. Uses leisure time to advantage
III. HEALTH HABITS

1. Is n eat and clean
2. Has good posture
III. SUPERVISED PLAY

I I

I

I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I II I
I I II
I I I
I
I I I
I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I

I

1. Takes part freely in group play

I
I

2. Shows good sportsmanship

I

I

I
I
I

'O

0..

Cl

e

~

_
/

1

:::;: II

2

Q

I
I

=~< I- I
Q)

I

3

I

I

I

4

I

I1 l

I
I

2 I
=~ I. -I 3 II
oo.~ _
I1 I
- r

I

I

"1

I1

:.aa ,-

I

2

I

I

I

oo. I - ,

I

] 1-4 I
I1 I
:§ ' I_ 2_ 1I
~ 1
_3_1
I4 I
I1 I
~ I2 I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

Q)

.S?

~ I 3 I

be!

I

GROWTH IN SCHOLARSHIP
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-

~ I

,-4,I

'

"

.~"1

I1 I
/. 2

. .

.

I· I

---

~ I
I
: 1 '

3

3
4

I
I

)_

I

19 ......... ...-19.-........ ..

Bainbridge Island Public Schools
ATTENDANCE
Days Present
Days Absent
Times Tardy
Promotion in Danger
(If this is checked please consult principal or teacher at once)

I
I
I
I

1

I
I
I
I

District 303
2

QUARTERLY REPORT
GRADES 4-7

I I
........ Grade

ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED BY PARENTS
1. Does your child have ample sleep?

School

erred to

.......... ... .... School. Date ... ... .......... ..... .

:ed to .......... .

... .. .... .... ... ............ Grade. Date ..... .......... ... ... . '

2. How does he spend his leisure hours?

Teacher

3. Has he a hobby?

Principal

1. Has he home duties?
5. Does he go to movies preceding school days?

To Parents

· 6. Has he some outside activities?
7. Does he have an allowance and does he spend it wisely?

i.re requested to sign and return this report card at once. Your
re indicates that you have seen the report and does not necesndicate approval.

Explanation of Marks
A
B

Superior
Above Average
c Average
D Below Average
F Failure
~terns not marked r equire no special comment at this time.

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
First Period
Second Period

•

Third Period

II
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL TRAITS
1. Keeps desks and floors in order
2. Takes good care of materials

,_,_

I 1

-- -- --

3. Begins work promptly
4. Goes ahead without being told

PROGRESS IN SCHOOL SUBJECTS

31 4

2/

1'

LANGUAGE
I 1. Observes correct form in written work

-- -- --

2. Expresses himself well orally

-- -- -

3.

-- -- -

5. Finds worthwhile tasks when assigned work is finished

-- -- --

7. Has self-control

1. Uses correct letter forms

I

8. Is a good loser and winner
9. Finishes work on time
10. Has supplies on time
11. Works and plays well with others
12. Is courteous and considerate

1-1=1=
_,,_,___
·

I

1. Takes part thoughtfully in class discussions

2. Stows understanding of lmportant facts
3. Uses maps, charts, graphs and pictures intelligently

-

I

14.

/_/_ - - - -

1. Is neat and clean

I

2. Has good posture

I

I

I
I

I
I

--1--1--1--

_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,__
--

4.

-- -

13.

1--1- - 1 - -

3.

SOCIAL STUDIES (Geography and History)

-- -- -- --

-1--1--1--1--

2. Writes neatly and legibly

---------------------------11

I--

-- -- -

I I I I

I__ ,__ ,__ ,__

WRIT ING

-- -- -

6. Is dependable

I 1 I 2 l 3l 4

HEALTH, HYGIENE, PHYSICAL EDUCATION

__ ,__ ,__ ,__

,

1--1--1--1--

3. Is learning essential facts of hygiene

PROGRESS IN SCHOOL SUBJECTS
READING
1. Understands what he r eads

I

I

I
I

3. Reads silently at a satisfactory rate
4. Uses library to advantage
5.

1,_,_
-__
1-1-1-

,_

I

( a. Addition
{ b. Subtraction
1. Is accurate in

( c. Multiplication
( d. Division

2. Works at a r easonable rate
3. Arranges work in orderly manner

I=

--

I

I

1. Spells new words correctly

2. Spells correctly in written work
3.

I

I

2. Uses materials skillfully

4.

-- --

-----------------------------1--1--1--1--

MUSIC
2. Has feeling for rhythm

a.

iI

1- - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -

:>. Shows growth in appreciation

8mgs with good tone quality

__ ,__ ,__ ,__

,

4. Recognizes pitch

-- --

5.

-- --

HOME ECONOMICS
1. Practices n eat habits of work

I

SPELLING

--1--1--1--

I

Shows originality

1. R ecognizes and enjoys good music

I

-1-1-1-1-

ART (Fine-Industrial)
1.

-- -- --

-1-

5.

2. Takes part freely in. class discussions
1 3

-- -- --

--1--

4. Reasons w ell in working problems

1. Shows interest in reading natural science material

.

I

ARITHMETIC

NATURAL SCIENCE

I

-- --

,

2. Reads well orally

1--1--1--1--

4.

I I

11-1-1-1-1I I I

--

I

2. Shows improvement in handling tools

1-1-1-1-

__

3. Show• ability to follow di<ootiona

_
1

1,4!5.. Uses time to advantage

_
1

_
1

_
1

,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _,

ATTENDANCE
Days Present
Days Absent

I I
I I
I I
1

Times Tardy

I

I

Promotion in Danger
(If this is checked please consult principal or teacher at once)

I

I

REMARKS

PARENT'S SIGNATURE
First P eriod
Second Period
Third Period

2
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APPENDIX M

CHELAN COUNTY SCHOOLS

Quarterly Report of
Pupil's Progress
ELEMENTARY GRADES
YEAR 19_ -- 195_

Name of Pup~·-~~-----~-------Schoo,~-------------

Grade

- - - - - - - - - - - - • Washington
- - - - - - - - - - - - - • Teacher
- - - - - - - - - - - - - • Principal
Dear Parent:
This report should be of assistance in determining the progress of one in whom we are mutually interested.
Please feel free to confer with me or the principal concerning your child's school work. I shall be glad to confer with
you during the half hour before or after school or you can
arrange a conference through the Principal's office. Any
helpful suggestions or information you may wish to give
will be appreciated.
Signed

FORM 60-COLUMBIA VALLEY PRINTING CO •• WENATCHEE

I
I!
Dat:e-~~~~~~~~~~-

SYSTEM OF REPORTING

A-Excellent

s+}
S

Dear Parent:

Satisfactory

S-

U= Unsatisfactory

SCHOLASTIC PROGRESS
PERIODS
1

2

3

4

Language Arts:
Reading - - - - - - - Language - - - - - Spelling -

---~

Hand Writing Social Studies:
History
Geography
Current Events - - - - - Arithmetic - -

Teacher
Parent's Comment; ___________________

Art
Music Practical Arts - Science Health

Parent

J

'

Date: _____________

Date~-------------

Dear Parent:

Dear Parent:

Teacher
Parent's Comment: ____________________

l

Teacher
Parent's Comment: ____________________

\

Parent

Parent
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tll
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P-t

l

Name!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PERIODS

2

1

Attendance:

3

Days Present - - - - - - Days Absent Times Tardy

Health Report:

Height
Weight
Posture - - -

GRADE ASSIGNMENT

Nameof

Pupi,,_~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~

Has been assigned to the

grade.
-~

Teacher

Principal

,1

